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CHAIRMAN GEIST: I'm going to call the hearing in 

to order and we'll get started. Before we do, why don't we 

start around the room and we can all introduce ourselves and 

start with our member of the press down here to the right. 

MR. ANDRASOVSKY: I'm Jeff Andrasovsky from the 

Butler Eagle. 

MR. BARIC: Chief Rich Baric from the City of 

Greensburg Police Department. 

MR. MINELL: I'm Steve Minell, the Public Safety 

Director for Cranberry Township. 

MR. SCHUELLER: Jeff Schueller, Lieutenant with 

Cranberry Township Police. 

REPRESENTATIVE STRITTMATTER: Jere Strittmatter, 

a State Legislator from Lancaster County. 

MR. PARSELLS: Paul Parsells, Director of the 

Transportation Committee for the Democratic Caucus. 

REPRESENTATIVE COSTA: Paul Costa, State Representa

tive, Wilkins Township. 

CHAIRMAN GZIST: He used to be on this committee. 

MR. BUGAILE: Eric Bugaile. I am the Republican 

Director of the Committee. 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: Rick Geist, Altoona. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: Dennis Leh. I'm the 

Chairman of the Subcommittee on Highways and the author of 

what will be House Bill 1961 and I represent eastern Berks 
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County. 

REPRESENTATIVE HESS: Representative Dick Kess, 

Bedford, Fulton, Member of the Transportation Committee, Sub

committee Chairman on Highway Safety. 

MR. TROXELL: I'm Ed Troxell. I'm with the 

Boroughs Association as their Director of Governmental 

Affairs. 

MR. MATTA: Clem Matta, Vice President of the 

Pennsylvania State Association of Boroughs. 

MR. BOURA: Ralph Boura, a Lieutenant with Penn 

Township Police, Westmoreland County. 

MR. LEWIS: Doug Lewis, Penn Township Police Depart

ment. 

MR. MASTRIANI: Chief Mike Mastriani from Penn 

Township Police Department. 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: Thank you all very much for coming 

today. Before I turn this over to Dennis, I want to make a 

few remarks. Since I have been in the General Assembly for 

23 plus years, every term we have had multiple bills to 

legalize the use of radar by local governments and we have 

had many amendments. In this Committee we have had one bill 

that we promised Ed Connor (phonetic) we would try to move 

out of committee and it got a grand total of two votes. 

Now, we sit down three years ago and decided that 

we would try to craft a piece of legislation with the help 
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of those who do the work every day and a bill that would 

satisfy the General Assembly and a bill that would show that 

local governments can responsibly use this tool. In the mean

time/ while we are doing that, we have had various House 

members and various police departments who have pushed 

members into offering ill-advised pieces of legislation. 

Last term Representative Steil offered an amendment on the 

floor of the House with, I think, he got 28 or 34 votes. Ed 

could probably tell you exactly who voted for it and against 

it. I think it did, at that time, a lot of harm to what we 

were doing. I have said from the get-go that there is only 

one Representative in the General Assembly who has the 

ability and who has the trust of the General Assembly to do 

a bill like that and that's Dennis Leh. And Dennis has 

worked diligently on this piece of legislation and we believe 

that right now we have a very fair piece of legislation that 

needs its day in the sun. I also will tell you that I have 

personally been intimidated by a police chief about this 

legislation and I am very unhappy about it personally and 

I've talked to Ed Connor about it at length and I've talked 

to our folks at home, both of my chiefs and my district very 

much want it and I just think it's a shame that we resort to 

legislative tactics that are way below the belt. So, I just 

want to get that out in the open. 

Dennis has done a great job with this and I cannot 
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tell you whether or not this bill is in its final form or 

not but I can tell you that this Chairman will not back away 

from any of the provisions that are in it and I think that is 

clearly understood by everybody that has been involved with 

drafting it and we need to move on from there and get as much 

good input as we possibly can because we think the bill could 

be made much better. With that, I want to turn the hearing 

over to Dennis. He has done a fantastic job on this. He 

has taken all of the slings and arrows and bullets and knives 

in the back and everything else and sometimes the proponents 

of this bill are worse than those against it. I'm going to 

turn it over to Dennis and let him run the whole thing. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: Thank you, Mr. Chair

man, and I too would like to thank you all for coming here 

today. We are anxious to hear what you have to say. 

As Rick has said, he basically has given me the 

charge of putting together a piece of legislation that would 

enable local municipalities to use local radar. During the 

process, as Rick said, we met with Chief Connors. We met 

with Ed Troxell with the Pennsylvania Association of 

Boroughs; met with — I guess the last meeting we included 

Edam Herr (phonetic) who is with the Pennsylvania Associa

tion of Townships. We have tried to include everybody we 

could and, as Rick said, a lot of the pieces of legislation, 

whether they be bills or in amendment form, that have been 
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introduced in the House basically provided local radar options 

carte blanche without any restrictions and I can tell you, 

after being in the House for over 16 years, there is no way 

a bill like that would ever see the light of day either in 

being able to get it out of committee or, if it would get 

out of committee, it would never pass on the House floor. 

There must be some guidelines and, for lack of a better term, 

restrictions. I know when the press first questioned me 

about this bill and I mentioned some of the restrictions and 

provisions that would be in it, I too got a lot of nasty 

letters from a lot of chiefs, even some in my own area, who 

thought it was unconscionable for us to question their 

integrity and what they would do. The point is, like I said, 

and like Rick said, without some restrictions, you will not 

see a radar bill. 

The restrictions, and I don't think they are overly 

bearing but they would be — in other words, in the bill some 

of the restrictions would be radar would be made available 

only to fulltime police departments and fulltime officers 

who have been certified therein radar, I'm sorry, officers 

utilizing radar must be reasonably visible with their cars. 

Of course, a lot of times I hear comments, well, the State 

Police, they hide their cars. Well, State Police policy says 

they are not supposed to hide their cars. They are supposed 

to be reasonably visible. Now, does the State Police always 
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abide by that, no. I see State Police cruisers behind bridge 

abutments and that ticks me off. A couple of times I have 

even stopped and told them that they are violating their own 

policy. But anyway, we're not saying that your cruisers be 

out in plain sight with an advertisement on them that you are 

running radar but simply that a reasonable person as he's 

driving past, he wouldn't see it out of the peripheral vision, 

of his own peripheral vision. He wouldn't see your head

lights peeking out from behind a billboard or something. But 

anyway, and a cap would be placed on the fines and no points 

would be assessed to the driver. In defense from prosecution, 

there would be a defense mechanism from prosecution if the 

offender could prove that the municipality is collecting more 

than five percent of its annual revenue from traffic fines 

with radar and local government would also have to adopt an 

ordinance to use radar. Therefore, it would be advertised 

locally and we like that idea simply because it does create 

local input. It gives the residents, the citizens, the 

voters from that municipality the right to tell their super

visors or respond to their supervisors if they want radar. 

Let me say that my own district, although I have 

never been a staunch opponent of radar, I have always been 

skeptical of radar. However, my district is changing. I 

live in a district that is growing rapidly with population-. 

What was once country roads with farmlands on either side 
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are now roads with residential homes and children on either 

side. Roads that were once 50 miles an hour are now 30 but 

people still travel 50 and 55 on them and parents are 

concerned about the welfare and safety of their kids. My 

local police departments have told me that, and I can under

stand this, Vascar simply will not serve the purpose in those 

areas. They need a radar unit which, I think, you people all 

understand this coming from the backgrounds that you come. 

The radar unit would be much more effective. 

So, my bill, if enacted, would give you the ability 

to use local radar. However, there would be some restrictions 

but when you look at the restrictions, it's almost identical 

to what the State Police have. Anyway, with that, we are 

going to move ahead with our testifiers and I would only ask, 

we do have one extra testifier and because of that, I would 

ask, where possible, if you could possibly summarize your 

remarks so we can ask questions too because if you go on too 

long and we have a lot of questions which we need to have 

answered, we could be here all afternoon and I don't think 

anybody wants to do that. So, without further ado, our first 

testifier is Richard Baric. Is that how you pronounce that, 

Chief? 

MR. BARIC: That's correct. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: Okay. And you're Chief 

of Police of Greensburg? 
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MR. BARIC: City of Greensburg Police. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: Okay. Have a seat. 

MR. BARIC: Future home of Maglev. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: We certainly hope so. 

MR. BARIC: Sir, when Maglev comes to Greensburg, 

you ride it out and we will certainly buy you dinner because 

we certainly hope that happens. I buy a lot of dinners. I 

lose a lot of bets. 

Once again, good morning, and thank you very much 

for inviting me here to testify before this House Subcommitte2. 

My name is Richard Baric. I am the Chief of Police for the 

City of Greensburg, Westmoreland County. I am also the Polica 

Training Coordinator for Westmoreland County's Municipal 

Police Academy. 

The purpose of my testimony here today is to 

express the league of cities, boroughs and municipalities 

support for House Bill 1961 which would authorize local polics 

officers to use radar. Our organization represents some 69 

cities, boroughs, townships and municipalities in the Common

wealth. The league has adopted a position of support for 

this bill after carefully considering the views of our 

members in giving due consideration to the safeguards that 

are enumerated in the proposed legislation. Our support for 

this legislation is based solely upon public safety concerns 

and the need for efficient deployment of local police 
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resources. 

According to PennDot, Pennsylvania has over 119,000 

miles of roads and highways; 34 percent or 4,600 miles are 

State highways and 66 percent, 78,700 miles, are municipal 

roads. In 2000 there were 147,200 reportable traffic crashes 

on State and local roadways, the highest number of reportable 

crashes in the last five years. These crashes claimed over 

1500 lives and injured over 131,000 people. Of the 1,520 

traffic deaths, 194 or 13 percent of those were solely speed 

related. In other words, it was determined that speed was 

the prime contributing factor to the accident. In addition, 

there was slightly less than 21,000 non-reportable crashes 

last year in Pennsylvania where speed related violations were 

listed as the prime contributing factor. Speed related 

violations were the number one cause of reportable crashes 

in Pennsylvania last year. Local municipal officials know 

firsthand from firsthand experience what the PennDot 

statistics confirm, speeding traffic significantly increases 

the risk to local motorists and to pedestrians. 

It is important to note that the number of persons 

killed or injured in Pennsylvania per 100 million vehicle 

miles driven is lowest on Pennsylvania's interstate highways 

and on the Pennsylvania Turnpike System, roadways which are 

traditionally patrolled by the State Police who aggressively 

enforce speed restrictions with radar. Conversely, the 



number of persons killed or injured per 100 million vehicle 

miles driven is highest on State highways other than the 

Interstate System and the Pennsylvania Turnpike. While there 

are certainly some other factors at play, we should not dis

count the important role that radar may play in reducing the 

number of speed related accidents on our roadways. 

Just last week the Congressional General Accounting 

Office reported that while urban freeways nationwide have a 

fatality rate of .79 fatalities per 100 million miles 

traveled, local rural roads recorded a fatality rate of 3.79 

fatalities per 100 million miles traveled. Mr. Lindsay 

Griffin, Director of the Traffic Safety Center at Texas A&M 

University attributes the higher fatality rates to poor 

quality road maintenance and to higher travel speeds on rural 

two-lane roadways. I would like you to note that last year 

54 percent of all traffic deaths occurred in only 15 of 

Pennsylvania*a 67 counties. Outside of Philadelphia and 

Allegheny Counties, the roadway systems of the 13 remaining 

counties are a mix of urban and rural roadways. Given the 

available statistical data, the league believes that radar 

technology used to enforce speed on our Interstate Highway 

System can play an important role in the local level in both 

urban and rural communities. Its use should not be limited 

to State Police enforcement activities only. 

There are slightly more than 1200 municipal police 
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departments in the Commonwealth. Ninety-four percent of 

those departments have 30 police officers or less yet they 

bear the primary responsibility for enforcing traffic laws 

on both State and local highways within their jurisdiction. 

I believe Greensburg is typical of many of our communities. 

Greensburg serves as the crossroads for six State highways. 

Some of these highways carry as many as 20,000 vehicles per 

day and primary traffic enforcement activity, including speed 

enforcement, routinely requires our attention. The State 

Police at Troop A are dedicated professionals but their duties 

serving the 40,000 plus residents of Hempfield Township and 

other large townships leave little time to monitor State 

highways within the City of Greensburg's borders. While 

Greensburg dedicates substantial resources to the problems 

created through highways, neighborhood traffic speed enforce

ment and school zone enforcement suffers. I can tell you 

from personal experiences and letters that I have received 

from local citizens that the most common complaint is not 

about drugs or other activities. It is about speeding in 

school zones, local neighborhoods and on the State highways 

that we patrol. This is not an uncommon scenario for other 

communities in the Commonwealth also. Local law enforcement 

must have efficient and effective tools if we are to attack 

and solve these serious problems. 

Currently, the most effective tool that law enforce-



ment has to measure speed and enforce speed restriction is 

Vascar and Acutrak. For those of you who may not be familiar 

with these devices, they are capable of measuring the time 

it takes a vehicle to travel down a roadway usually between 

a given distance between two white lines. The manufacturer's 

specifications state that these white lines should be a 

minimum of 400 feet apart on normal roadways and 200 feet 

apart in school zones. The most common way to use these 

devices are to sit by the roadway, watch the white lines and 

then give chase once the offenders, the speeding offenders 

come through that particular area. These devices have 

several serious limitations. 

First, Pennsylvania's topography has created a 

roadway network in suburban and rural areas where steep 

grades and sharp curves are prominent. These are the areas 

that traditionally experience the highest number of serious 

accidents. Yet these are the areas that are most difficult 

to monitor using Vascar or other similar type devices. In 

like manner, urban and city settings also frequently lack a 

safe area for monitoring Vascar courses. While radar requires 

a line of sight with the roadway, it does not require that 

the operator be in as close proximity to the area of concern 

as with other speed timing devices. 

The second concern is the necessity for painting 

lines in every area where enforcement is needed and then 
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maintaining those lines. There are many stretches of roadway 

where there is insufficient length to paint 400 feet of white 

line and with recent changes in the law, we also find prob

lems with the paint that's being used to maintain these white 

lines. It certainly doesn't adhere to the roadway as it used 

to. When a new hazard is identified, especially in the winte:: 

months, we must await the arrival of the paint crew before we 

can begin any enforcement activity. Radar will permit 

instant deployment to those areas where we need it and when 

we need it. 

The third concern is the matter of deterrence. 

Unlike radar which measures a vehicle's peak speed, Vascar 

measures a vehicle's average speed. By simply engaging in a 

moderate brake while traversing a Vascar course, it is 

possible for the most egregious offenders to escape enforce

ment or reduce their degree of liability. The league endorses 

the concept that blatant serious offenders create the most 

risk to public safety and they must be subject to a degree of 

punishment necessary to deter recidivism. 

Another critical concern is the officer's 

inability to get ahead of the violator and prevent high speed 

chases. This is especially critical in school zones and loca . 

neighborhoods. Because of the need to clearly see both white 

lines painted on a roadway, an officer must frequently sit in 

close proximity to the lines. When a violator is clocked, the 
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officer must expeditiously give chase. It is not uncommon 

for a local officer to terminate an enforcement activity 

because the risk to public safety outweighs the benefits of 

apprehension. In lieu of this scenario/ the officer must 

have a chase car nearby to apprehend the violator. Keeping 

in mind that 95 percent of local police departments have 

fewer than 30 officers, this sometimes creates a substantial 

drain on the department resources. In the end, speed enforce

ment activity is limited. With radar, an officer may choose 

to monitor speeds from any area outside of the enforcement 

zone and ahead of the violator, that's reducing the need for 

quick acceleration to detain the offender. In many cases, 

officers are forced to drive through a 50 mile an hour speed 

zone at a slightly higher rate in order to catch the offender 

who we hope to detain. 

A final concern is that of efficiency. Vascar and 

similar devices are manually operated devices that can only 

clock a single unit at a time. While one unit is being 

clocked, as many as five or six other units may be traveling 

through the course at speeds which are not clocked. It is 

not uncommon for citizens to ask us why we sit by the road 

and let so many speeders go and the answer is simple, we can 

only clock one vehicle at a time. Radar does not have this 

limitation and can give you continuous readouts. 

The City of Greensburg recently commissioned a 
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study for a school zone on McLaughlin Drive in the city after 

numerous complaints from the area's residents about speeding. 

This is an area where Vascar and Acutrak are regularly used, 

but marginally effective because of the grade and curve of th<i 

roadway are not suitable for strict enforcement. The roadway 

is posted with a 25 mile per hour speed limit and has a 15 

mile per hour school zone. The surprising results indicated 

that almost 7,000 vehicles a day were traveling through this 

particular school zone area. Of the 1,759 vehicles clocked 

in the school zone during the 15 mile per hour flashing perioc , 

17 percent were traveling more than 20 miles per hour and 

another ten percent were traveling more than 25 miles per 

hour. The ability of radar to quickly and accurately monitor 

a succession of vehicles and lock in at only predetermined 

violation speeds certainly helps to improve the degree of 

efficiency. 

I have given the Committee examples of situations 

which exist in Greensburg so that you might visualize the 

practical problems faced by local municipalities. Every local 

municipality has a McLaughlin Drive and a variety of other 

problem roads to contend with. The roadways often change but 

the problems are strikingly similar in all municipalities. 

House Bill 1961 is an unusual piece of legislation 

because of the time it has taken to bring this issue to the 

forefront. We are one of the last states to consider adopting 



radar'legislation. It is also unusual because, unlike other 

legislative requests, there is no request for financial 

support. The local municipalities are simply requesting 

authority to act. We are not asking you to fund us. This, 

coupled with the safequards written into House Bill 1961, 

should convince the Legislature that our request is sincerely 

made and is based solely on the interest of public safety. 

Thank you for your time. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: Thank you very much, 

Chief. Because you have indicated in your support for 19 61, 

I'm assuming that really there is nothing in that bill that 

you could not live with. I know there are some things that 

you would like not to see but we are dealing with reality 

here. 

MR. BARIC: I think everyone has a temptation to 

finely tune or tweak a bill and quite frankly, if I had to 

walk out of here today and live with this bill, I think I and 

the representatives of the league would be able to live with 

it. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: You can live with it 

and it would be sufficient for you to do your job in your 

municipality? 

MR. BARIC: Quite certainly. I can tell you, after 

doing a little research in house, the five percent cap on 

fines is not a concern to us. The City of Greensburg would 



never reach that cap. One footnote for the legislators 

though. I think it's fair to say that most of the time, 

whenever our officers attend hearings on speeding violations, 

they are losing propositions for us. The overtime far 

exceeds any fines we brought in. But, sir, if you ever have 

a chance to stop in my office and see the letters from 

private citizens and organizations such as Slow Down For 

Children, you would understand that the pressure is on us to 

do a much better job in those areas. 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: Do you think that there is a 

keen understanding in local government of the 85 percentile 

rule? 

MR. BARIC: As far as traffic concerns, sir? 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: Yes. 

MR. BARIC: You're talking about traffic studies. 

Not as much as there should be. 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: The General Assembly doesn't 

understand it. 

MR. BARIC: That's correct. 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: But it's an integral part of this. 

MR. BARIC: And you'll see it referred to in our 

study on McLaughlin Drive that I have attached. 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: That's what I was referring to. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: Representative John 

Pippy from Allegheny County and Representative Susan Laughlin 



from Pittsburgh, Allegheny County. 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: Her new district is going to Ohio. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: Any questions of any 

members of the Committee? 

REPRESENTATIVE LAUGHLIN: When you mentioned 

McLaughlin Drive, that school zone there, do they have a 

blinking light indicating a school zone? 

MR. BARIC: Yes, madam. If you refer to the back 

of my document, you will see photographs of McLaughlin Drive 

and I wanted to show you the set-up of the drive and how it's 

not only on a grade but it's on a curve and how difficult it 

is to get out there and see Vascar lines. When you look at 

the picture in the back of my hand-out, you'll see, I'm six 

foot four. I'm standing six foot four high with my camera. 

When you are sitting in a patrol car, you cannot see those — 

it's very difficult to see the lines on the roadway and, as 

always, if there is any question in the officer's mind about 

the accuracy of the reading, we allow the violator to proceed 

and do not engage. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: Any further questions 

from members of the Committee? 

REPRESENTATIVE COSTA: Just real quickly. You have 

the manpower to position people there all the time because I 

think that's — 

MR. BARIC: No, sir, I do not but we do position 
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people on a regular basis. Can I do it daily, no, but on 

North Main Street in the City of Greensburg at the Junior 

High School, because of our concern and our inability because 

of congested traffic to run any type of speed enforcement, we 

assign an officer to an intersection there every day to 

supplement the school guard that is already there. 

REPRESENTATIVE COSTA: I just go back to my youths 

in the area where I lived, there was a street that almost 

every single day there was a police car there and it took a 

year or so but it got people to slow down on this area. The 

police car may not be there anymore but I still make sure I 

hit my brakes when I go through there. It's kind of a Pavlov s 

dog. You are going to have to train people to expect them to 

see you there. 

MR. BARIC: Sir, they expect to see us there on a 

regular basis. The bottom line is when we are there, we want 

to be effective, not only to deterrence, but we want to be 

effective through enforcement. We want to make sure they get 

the message, carry it home and keep it. 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: For those of us who served with 

Amos Hutchison, believe me, we are absolutely totally focused 

on Greensburg. 

MR. BARIC: Sir, I spent many hours in Amos' garage, 

let me assure you. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: Any other questions 
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from any other members? 

(No response.) 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: If not, thank you. 

MR. BARIC: Thank you very much. Thank you for 

your time and also thank you for making it such a relaxed 

environment. We do appreciate it. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: We appreciate your 

time. Have some more coffee. 

(The following was submitted for inclusion in the 

record:) 
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APPENDIX II 

PENNSYLVANIA MUNICIPAL POLICE DEPARTMENT 

mnsylvania's Police Departments I 
Total: 1210 Departments (1997) I 

36.2% I 

^] 1 to 5 Officers - 438 Departments I 

3̂ 6 to 10 Officers - 351 Departments I 

1 11 to 30 Officers - 350 Departments 1 

^] 31 to 100 Officers - 57 Departments 1 

~| More than 100 Officers -14 Departments 1 
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APPENDIX III 

CITY OF GREENSBURG 

TRAFFIC VOLUME COUNT 

AND 

SPEED STUDY 

FOR 

MCLAUGHLIN DRIVE 

BY 

PARSON BRINCKERHOFF QUADE & DOUGLAS, INC. 

5-16-01 

Traffic Volume Count and Speed Study 

for 

McLaughlin Drive, Greensburg, PA 

Introduction; On Friday, March 30, 2001, Parsons 

Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas (PB) installed two traffic 

counters (volume/speed) along McLaughlin Drive in the 

City of Greensburg. Both counters were located on 

McLaughlin Drive, directly in front of the Nicely School 

between Waverly Drive and Meadowbrook Avenue. One 

counter was installed in the westbound lane (heading 

towards Route 66) and the other in the eastbound lane 

(heading towards Route 819). The counters remained in 

placed for the first week of April and were picked up 

on Sunday, April 8, 2001. The counters collected infor

mation pertaining to vehicle volume, classification, and 
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speed. 

Vehicle Volume and Classification Counts; The count 

data indicate the Average Weekday Traffic Volume 

(Monday through Friday) along McLaughlin Drive is 

between 6,800 and 6/900 vehicles per day with approx

imately 2.5% to 3.0% vehicles classified as heavy 

vehicles. Weekend traffic is running approximately 5% 

lower than the typical weekday traffic (at approximately 

6500 vehicles per day) and the number of heavy vehicles 

on a weekend is less than 1% of the total. Heavy 

vehicle traffic is largely limited to school or transit 

buses, six-tire two-axle single-unit trucks, and three-

axle single-unit trucks. Tractor-trailer combinations ' 

were rarely indicated in the data. 

Vehicle Speed; McLaughlin Drive is posted with a 25 mph 

speed limit and a 15 mph school zone that is activated 

Monday through Friday from 7:10 AM to 9:00 AM and from 

2:20 PM to 4:10 PM. There is a four-way stop-controlled 

intersection along the eastbound approach to the speed 

study area but it doesn't appear to have a significant 

effect on the speed differential between eastbound and 

westbound traffic at the study location. The average 

speed of all vehicles in both directions is 28 mph. The 

8 5th percentile speed for westbound traffic at the study 

location was calculated to be 34 mph. The 85th 
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percentile speed for eastbound traffic at the study 

location was calculated to be 33 mph. The data also 

indicate that the majority of vehicles (50% to 60%) are 

currently traveling through the study location between 

26 mph and 35 mph. 

PB also subdivided the data to specifically look at the 

speed characteristics of the vehicles during the AM and 

PM school zone periods. The Median speed (50th percent

ile) during the AM and PM school zone periods is between 

16 mph and 20 mph for both directions. The 85th 

percentile speed for all school zone periods was between 

21 mph and 25 mph. Of the 1759 vehicles "clocked" in 

the school zone during the 15 mph flashing period for 

the week of April 1, 2001; 29% were traveling less that 

15 mph, 71% were traveling less than 20 mph/ and 90% 

were traveling less than 25 mph. Approximately 10% of 

the vehicles were traveling more than 25 mph through 

the school zone during the flashing period. 

WORKS CITED 

Pennsylvania Department of Transportation. Pennsylvania 

Crash Facts & Statistics; 2000. Harrisburg: Bureau of 

Highway Safety & Traffic Engineering, 2001 
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PHOTOS OF MCLAUGHLIN DRIVE SCHOOL ZONE 
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CHAIRMAN GEIST: We're trying to craft a piece of 

legislation and it's not easy. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: Patrick McHenry, I 

understand he is not here yet. In that case, Lieutenant 

Jeffrey Schueller. Is that how you pronounce that, sir? 

MR. SCHUELLER: Yes, sir. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: From Cranberry Township, 

Butler County. Whenever you are ready. Once again, I would 

just ask if you could possibly summarize your remarks. That 

gives us more time for questions. 

MR. SCHUELLER: As I stated before, my name is 

Jeffrey Schueller. I'm a Lieutenant with the Cranberry 

Township Police Department in Butler County. I'm the Senior 

Law Enforcement Officer for the Department. Today, Steve 

Minell, our Director of Public Safety, is with me. I'd like 

to thank the Committee — we'd like to thank the Committee 

for the opportunity to testify on behalf of our residents. 

Cranberry Township is one of the fastest growing 

communities in the State. Between the 1990 and 2000 census, 

Cranberry Township grew by almost 60 percent. This rapid 

growth has brought a marked increase in traffic. Currently, 

our residential population approaches 24,000 and we have a 

large commercial base that generates even more traffic. 

Additionally, we have 1-79 and the Pennsylvania Turnpike 

that run through Cranberry which further complicates the 
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traffic problems. Cranberry Township contracts with the 

Borough of Seven Fields to provide them with police services. 

The population of Seven Fields is over 2,000 and they are 

currently growing at a rapid rate. 

The Cranberry Township Police Department currently 

has 23 officers. The most frequent request for service from 

our residents and the municipal officials of Seven Fields is 

more traffic enforcement. Of the traffic related complaints, 

speeding is number one. We currently have two officers whose 

sole duty is to enforce traffic laws and investigate crashes. 

Within the next month we will add an additional officer to 

the traffic unit. This addition is in response to the 

continuing traffic complaints received from the residents. 

As in any profession, police officers rely on 

different tools to accomplish their mission. As you are well 

aware, municipal police officers are permitted to enforce 

speeding by means of speed-timing devices such as Vascar, 

speedometer pace which is following of a speeding vehicle 

for at least .3 of a mile and stop watches. The use of 

Vascar requires the township to paint lines on the roadway 

in those areas where there is documented complaints of excess 

speeds. Once the police department receives a complaint of 

excess speeds on a roadway, our traffic unit is assigned to 

investigate the complaint. The township engineering depart

ment is often used to conduct a traffic survey. If the survey 
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reveals there is a problem, then enforcement actions are 

planned. In many cases the traffic unit determines that the 

best course of action is to use Vascar or stop watch. 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: Let me ask you a question. I'm 

sorry, I don't want to interrupt you but when you do your 

surveys, before you post a speed sign, this is one of the 

problems we are having in the Committee. Two years ago when 

the Senate Bill — we gave the right for municipalities to 

artificially lower speed limits without a survey and there is 

a fear amongst some members that what we are going to be 

doing is using this bill to have people enforce speed limits 

that are artificially slow on the 85 percentile. What I'm 

trying to do, I'm actually trying to give you a softball to 

guide you on the record about how you do a survey, how you 

establish the 85 percentile for posting a fair speed limit. 

MR. SCHUELLER: The traffic engineering department 

in the township, they do their counts. They do the speeds. 

That's turned over to the Director of Public Safety. All of 

the data is reviewed and they look to see whether a speed 

limit is warranted for that type of roadway. We work well 

with them. We coordinate all of our activities with them. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: I'm not sure if his 

question was really answered. Maybe it was in his mind but 

I'm not sure it was in mine. In other words, the 85 percentile, 

he was — I think his question was not about whether the road 
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itself could handle a certain speed but whether the motorists 

themselves, what was their average speed in relationship to 

the 85 percentile. 

MR. SCHUELLER: We use that to determine where we 

are going to do our speed enforcement. 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: The PennDot formula? 

MR. SCHUELLER: Yes. 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: Okay. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: I guess, to clarify it, 

on all roads. You are aware that we have changed the law to 

allow you to reduce speed limits in residential districts 

without that survey? 

MR. SCHUELLER: Yes. 

MR. MINELL: We have not done that. 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: But some municipalities have and 

it's really come back to hit us. 

MR. SCHUELLER: We have kept our speed limits the 

same. 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: What we want to do with this 

hearing and with all of the other hearings is to show how 

the legitimate municipalities actually set speeds and that's 

what I wanted to get on the record is that in Cranberry 

Township, if you have a new road or a new development, before 

you would post a speed limit sign, 85 percent of all of the 

people who travel at a safe and comfortable speed obey that. 
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It's how you do in determining the speeds by survey. 

MR. SCHUELLER: Almost all our new roads are 

residential plans. All of the plans are at 25 miles an hour. 

We don't have any above 25. Any new roadwork is all new 

development. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: Okay. I think you can 

go on and we apologize for interrupting. 

MR. SCHUELLER: If Vascar enforcement is required, 

the police department has to arrange with the Public Works 

Department to paint the Vascar lines. Currently, our Public 

Works Department does not have the equipment to paint lines. 

This service has to be contracted out. Often it can be 

months before the Vascar lines are painted and the police 

department can effectively respond to the situation. Once 

the lines are painted, they must be repainted at least once 

a year. Many of our roadways are not conducive to Vascar or 

speed-timing devices because of bends, hills and poor 

visibility. These type roadways are often the location of 

accidents. Because of the road design, speed enforcement by 

Vascar or speedometer clocking on these dangerous roadways is 

difficult, if not impossible. 

Another tool that we understand every other state 

in the country allows is municipal police officers to use 

for speed detection and enforcement is radar and/or laser 

systems. These systems allow police officers to immediately 
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begin enforcement in those areas that have been targeted as 

a problem or where Vasxsar is ineffective. 

I have been a police officer for over 21 years and 

during that time, one bill or another has been introduced to 

allow municipal police officers to use radar and laser for 

speed enforcement. All of these bills have been defeated. 

During that time period, law enforcement in Pennsylvania has 

continued to professionalize. Many departments like ourselves 

require their officers to have two years of college to apply 

for a position. In my opinion, these requirements can only 

enhance the professionalization of law enforcement. 

As our profession continues to grow, so should the 

tools we need to complete our tasks. One tool that is 

greatly needed by the municipal law enforcement officers is 

radar and/or laser. 

I know this bill is not without objecters. Limita

tions have been placed in the bill to address some of these 

issues. Many feel that the use of radar and laser will be 

a means to generate revenue. Provisions of the bill address 

this issue and those departments that abuse this tool can be 

sanctioned. One comment I have heard is that the bill is too 

restrictive. The position of the Cranberry Township Police 

Department and its Board of Supervisors is that the bill 

should be passed and that we will work with any restrictions 

that the Legislature feels is needed. As with any new bill, 
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there are often glitches that need to be worked out after 

implementation. We are confident that if this should occur, 

our Legislature can address any problem areas and make any 

needed changes. 

The Cranberry Township Board of Supervisors is 

so committed to the passage of this bill that on May 3rd, 

2001, they passed a resolution titled, a resolution of the 

Board of Supervisors of Cranberry Township, Butler County, 

Pennsylvania, endorsing the use of radar or laser devices 

for the enforcement of speed in Cranberry Township and other 

municipalities throughout the Commonwealth. The resolution 

is attached. 

In closing, I would like to thank the Committee for 

their time and strongly urge to give approval to this 

important bill that gives the municipal police officers of 

Pennsylvania an added tool to accomplish their traffic 

enforcement duties. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEE: Thank you very much. 

I think I have just one question for myself. You referred 

to, it's on page one. You currently have 23 police officers 

in the township. How many of them are full and parttime? 

MR. SCHUELLER: All fulltime. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: Okay. Representative 

Strittmatter? 

REPRESENTATIVE STRITTMATTER: I thank you for your 
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testimony. I was curious about your testimony, maybe for the 

! Director of Safety. You say all new development goes in at 

i 25 miles per hour? 

MR. SCHUELLER: Residential. 

REPRESENTATIVE STRITTMATTER: Residential. Isn't 

there a problem with the fact that most of your existing 

roads that have residents that live along them are posted 

much much higher than new developments, the roads look much 

safer to drive on with the planning/ with the storm water, 

with the curbing, with the fact that they look as if they 

are engineered to be able to drive faster than they do on 

existing cartways that went out to the farmlands over the 

years have now been tarred and chipped and now have macadam 

on them and have a lot of twists and turns. Isn't that a 

problem? Isn't the traffic engineers in residential areas 

automatically saying 25 miles an hour and our citizens don't 

believe that that is really the safe speed. What they would 

like to do is go 25 miles an hour in front of their house 

but when it looks like a 40 or 45 mile an hour zone because 

you have other 55 mile an hour zones that look more unsafe. 

Is that true? 

MR. MINELL: I find most of the residents would 

like to have the speeds lowered. 

REPRESENTATIVE STRITTMATTER: In front of their 

house? 
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MR. MINELL: Yes, and they'd like a stop sign in 

front of their house. Those are issues that we deal with 

politically all the time. That's why we do the surveys we 

are talking about. When we get complaints, we go out and we 

survey in front of that person's house and we tell them 

exactly how fast people are going. Frankly, I assume they 

are going slower than they are. The residents are usually 

more right than I am. People drive too fast in these 

communities. Our plans have children playing. The houses 

are closer together. The more rural areas you are talking 

about are major feeder routes that are 35 to 45 miles per 

hour. People are going much too fast on those major roadways. 

We candidly — I don't remember the last time I saw a ticket 

for somebody going faster than they should in a 25 mile per 

hour residential zone because that's not where we are having 

the accidents and problem. We are hurting people on our 

major roads, the 35, 45 mile an hour roads. 

MR. SCHUELLER: Those are the exact roads you 

described, the older roads, the winds, the bends where enforce

ment is real hard. 

MR. MINELL: That's where most of our complaints 

are coming from. 

REPRESENTATIVE STRITTMATTER: I thought you said 

most of the complaints were coming from the residents? 

MR. MINELL: They are. The residents are complain-
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ing. 

REPRESENTATIVE STRITTMATTER: But the crashes are 

coming on the otyer roads where they are not complaining? 

MR. SCHUELLER: There are complaints. 

REPRESENTATIVE STRITTMATTER: That's what I wanted 

to hear. Thanks for clearing that up. 

MR. MINELL: Yes. Unfortunately/ like most 

communities we develop, we try to do perfect plans where 

everybody gets access to their front door off of a side 

street, not off of the main thoroughfare. As the communities 

have developed, a lot of them have curb cuts all along the 

major freeways and candidly, you are right. Some people have 

gotten incredible buys on their home because they bought them 

on a busy street and now they want us to solve the problem 

for them. They come in and petition to reduce the speed. 

We asked the State typically to do a study and we tell them 

no because 85 percent say no. 

REPRESENTATIVE STRITTMATTER: Thank you. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: Tell them to call their 

State Rep. 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: A funny story about that. Every

body wants everybody to go slow except themselves and I have 

a very busy connecting State road in my district that goes 

into the city and we unfortunately had two tragic accidents 

where children ran into the side of cars and everybody in 
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that part of town went nuts. We got them extra State monies 

for extra speed enforcement and guess where all of the people 

live got arrested? They live in that neighborhood. 

MR. MINELL: We see the same thing. 

MR. SCHUELLER: We get petitions. 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: Guess who they blame it on, us. 

So, you can't win. 

MR. MINELL: We have — we react to the complaints, 

we keep track of where the people live, you're right, most of 

the violators live in that area. 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: In the law we clearly have it 

written that the devices cannot be used on any road that 

hasn't been certified for that very reason. There is a 

reason behind all of the logic that is in there and I think 

for the municipalities to accept that responsibility, for 

you to accept that responsibility, for us to accept that 

responsibility is what will make the thing finally work. 

For the Dauphin Boroughs and other places like that in 

Pennsylvania, they may kill this bill but for those of us 

who have some setting and logic to it, maybe we have a 

chance. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: Representative Paul 

Costa? 

REPRESENTATIVE COSTA: Out of curiosity, you 

mentioned you have two police officers now on traffic detail 
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and you are going to hire an additional one. Is that going 

to come from the regular forces or are you going to hire an 

additional police officer? 

MR. SCHUELLER: We just went through a hiring 

process to add a position to the department strictly for an 

additional traffic officer. 

REPRESENTATIVE COSTA: Added an extra burden on 

your tax base? 

MR. MINELL: Yes. 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: What's your ratio of warnings to 

tickets you write? 

MR. SCHUELLER: I would say almost half. 

MR. MINELL: A third to a half. It fluctuates 

wildly. Around Christmas time you get more warnings. 

MR. SCHUELLER: Our officers are encouraged to make 

the stop. If they write a ticket or give a warning, we don't 

care. We just want the contacts to try and stop the speeding 

or the violation. 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: How many do you write for reckless 

driving versus speeding in the neighborhoods? 

MR. SCHUELLER: Neighborhoods, we very seldom get 

reckless driving. -

MR. MINELL: The ones I have seen are careless and 

it's usually based upon complaints from three or four 

residents. We had one the other day where they actually 
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physically stopped the person. The residents blocked him in 

and then based on their testimony, we will take them to court. 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: Was Darryl part of that? 

MR. SCHUELLER: No. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: Strike that from the 

record please. 

MR. MINELL: I would anticipate though, if I may, 

with the radar legislation, that you would see a lot of 

warnings and response in that little residential neighbor

hood to complaints from citizens about speeding. You see a 

lot of warnings in that area. Our concern about radar is on 

the major roadways where we are getting people hurt and 

killed. We are not currently able to even paint the lines. 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: Your mission is the same as ours. 

You want to drive down the accident statistics and that's 

what we want to do. This is not about revenue enhancement. 

It's about speed control. 

MR. MINELL: Absolutely. 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: Driving down accidents. 

MR. SCHUELLER: We had one two weeks ago, a young 

driver. He may still lose his license. Like a 35 mile an 

hour zone wyich we can't get to. It's a hill. It's windy. 

It's rural roads. We can't enforce the speed unless we do 

a clock. By clocking them the three-tenths, they usually see 

you. 
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SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: Eric Bugaile? 

MR. BUGAILE: Do you have any four lanes that you 

patrol? 

MR. SCHUELLER: US Route 19. 

MR. BUGAILE: And is that — do you have an agree

ment with the State Police on enforcement on that four-lane? 

MR. SCHUELLER: Yes. We also have an agreement for 

1-79 because we are often called to assist the State Police 

on 79. We don't do traffic enforcement out there unless we 

are called to assist. 

MR. BUGAILE: But you do traffic enforcement on 19? 

MR. SCHUELLER: Yes. 

MR. BUGAILE: You write tickets on 19? 

MR. SCHUELLER: Yes. 

MR. BUGAILE: Is 19 a problem for you? 

MR. SCHUELLER: Moreso in the past it was. As the 

traffic has increased, we do still have speed but we don't 

have the crashes that we used to have when it was 15, 20 years 

ago when we didn't have the amount of traffic. 

MR. MINELL: We have had three pedestrian fatality 

accidents on 19 in the last four years. 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: You guys have testified to the 

Commission on Nineteen? 

MR. MINELL: I haven't. 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: That's one of our projects. We 
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start two days of that starting tomorrow. 

MR. BUGAILE: One of the biggest things is to 

renegotiate every agreement with the State Police for the use 

of radar on these four lanes. Do you feel that is a problem 

or not? 

MR. SCHUELLER: It shouldn't be a problem at all. 

MR. BUGAILE: Thank you. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: Any other questions by 

members of the Committee? 

(No response.) 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: There being none, thank 

you, gentlemen, very much. We appreciate your testimony. 

(The following was submitted for inclusion in the 

record:) 

RESOLUTION NO. 2001-35 

A RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF 

CRANBERRY TOWNSHIP, BUTLER COUNTY, PENNSYL

VANIA, ENDORSING THE USE OF RADAR OR LASER 

DEVICES FOR THE ENFORCEMENT OF SPEED IN 

CRANBERRY TOWNSHIP AND IN OTHER MUNICIPALI

TIES THROUGHOUT THE COMMONWEALTH. 

WHEREAS, it is the desire of the Board of 

Supervisors of Cranberry Township to ensure traffic laws 

are enforced within the Township as safely and effectively 

as possible. 
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WHEREAS, excessive speed makes it more 

difficult for drivers to avoid accidents, increases the 

seriousness of accidents, and endangers the residents 

of Cranberry Township. 

WHEREAS, Pennsylvania is the only state in 

the nation that denies municipal police officers the 

use of radar and laser devices in speed detection, 

although Cranberry Township police officers have the 

same level of education and training as other police 

officers, are certified as police officers in the Common

wealth, and the community will agree to any additional 

training or testing that may be imposed as a condition 

of equipping municipal police officers with the tools 

of modern traffic enforcement. 

WHEREAS, Cranberry Township and most other 

municipalities in the Commonwealth do not look upon 

enforcement of the Vehicles Law as a source of revenue. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the 

Board of Supervisors are supportive of efforts to amend 

State law to allow municipal police officers the use of 

radar and laser devices and request support of that 

effort by our State Representative and State Senator 

and other elected officials of the Commonwealth. 

APPROVED AND ADOPTED this 3rd day of May, 

2001. 
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SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: Patrick McHenry not 

here yet. Gerald Taylor, is he here? 

(No response.) 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: We will move on to Mr. 

Clement Matta, First Vice President, Pennsylvania State 

Association of Boroughs. Mr. Matta, thank you very much. 

You may begin. 

MR. MATTA: I'll thank you for having us. I'll 

also introduce Amy Downs who is our Secretary for the 

Allegheny County Boroughs Association. She's here to give us 

moral support also. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: She is welcome to take 

a chair also. 

MS. DOWNS: I'm fine right here. 

MR. MATTA: Mr. Chairman and members of the Trans

portation Committee, good morning. My name is Clement Matta 

and I am Vice President for the Pennsylvania State Association 

of Boroughs. I also have been an active councilman for the 

Borough of Munhall here in Allegheny County for over 20 years. 

As you may know, PSAB has been serving the interests of 

Pennsylvania's boroughs for over 90 years. Our association 

was created through legislation in 1911 for the express 

purpose of advancing the interests of Pennsylvania's borough 

communities. I want to thank the Committee for recognizing 

the fact that if local police radar were to ever be imple-
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mented effectively, the participation of our Commonwealth's 

borough communities is absolutely necessary. 

I speak here today on behalf of our borough 

communities seeking another tool for the safety of their 

residents and roadways. Examining local police radar on a 

State-wide basis, I realize that one of the daily threats 

facing our pedestrian citizens is their interaction with the 

motoring public. PSAB has long supported the use of radar 

by local police, this position is elaborated in PSAB 

Resolution 1997-4 and was reaffirmed by the association 

membership in the year 2000 as Resolution 2000-7. This 

resolution captures the spirit of our Municipal Policy State

ment that cites that the primary responsibility for law 

enforcement should rest at the local level. To carry out 

this responsibility effectively, municipalities must con

stantly seek to improve their law enforcement capability. 

PSAB's membership recognizes radar and other speed detection 

technologies as a vital resource in much needed traffic 

control and traffic calming situations. 

While the preliminary language limits radar to 

fulltime, full service police departments, eventually PSAB 

would like to see local police radar given to all municipal 

police officers, both full and parttime, provided they have 

completed the required state approved training. I am sure 

you are aware of this as the Commonwealth has over 1,100 
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municipal police departments and more than 20 percent of 

these departments use parttime officers. To deny this 

portion of the law enforcement community the techniques to 

insure traffic safety fails to promote uniform traffic 

safety throughout the State, which is primarily why PSAB 

supports radar measures. However, we do see the value of the 

proposed language and believe with minor technical changes, 

it can serve as a catalyst for the implementation of 

technologies leading to safer roadways. 

That said, among the technical changes I have 

referred to is page one line 17 regarding the assignment of 

points. The language removes the deterrent nature of points 

with such a high threshold as 26 miles per hour. PSAB would 

offer 14 miles per hour as the threshold. As an example, a 

25 mile per hour residential speed limit under the proposed 

26 mile per hour threshold does not assign points until 51 

miles per hour. In that zone operating speeds of 50 miles 

per hour are a real threat to pedestrians. Lowering to a 14 

mile per hour threshold would set it at 40 miles per hour 

adding to the cushion of protection by ten mile per hour. 

Also, page two line 23 calls for call for an 

official warning sign indicating radar use to be erected on 

the highway by the proper authority. Our question would be: 

Isn't the erection and expense of signage redundant since as 

indicated on page five lines 24 through 26, the police 
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officer must locate the radio-microwave speed timing device 

in a location that is readily visible to the motoring public. 

Borough communities seeking to allow the use of radar may 

think twice about leaving themselves open to these expenses. 

Furthermore, since a local ordinance will be required to 

enforce radar for speed timing as indicated on page five 

line 27, can those ordinances shift the costs of signage? 

Finally, I believe you can see the value of 

empowering local police and local governments with this 

traffic control technology. Indeed there will always be 

the isolated abuse of local speed traps, but these are 

hollow arguments and this proposal today takes steps to 

remedy just that by adding the five percent revenue cap, 

page six, lines seven through 15. Moreover, innovative 

approaches to holding communities accountable for time spent 

on radar patrol could be fashioned. 

In closing, Mr. Chairman and fellow Committee 

members, PSAB wants to express to you today its gratitude in 

bringing this issue to the forefront. We look forward to 

going back to our boroughs and telling our residents that 

we are willing to take sometimes unpopular measures to insure 

their safety, not only on the roadways but also in their 

neighborhoods and downtowns. Thank you again and I welcome 

any questions you may have along with Mr. Troxell. 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: Who is an expert in Transportation. 
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MR. TROXELL: Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: Ed knows Transportation. 

MR. MATTA: He does. 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: Not much else but — 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: Do you have anything 

to add? 

MR. TROXELL: Since being on the other side of this 

whole issue not just a few years back, I've gotten pretty 

much an understanding that when it's done, we will have to 

ease it into existence. Let folks know they are responsible, 

able to handle it. Some of the things, especially the point 

issue, I'd like to see maybe that discussed, maybe drop down, 

like the deterrent nature of points. The 26 is quite high. 

We asked for 14 there. That would bring it down and the 

assignment of points would then be at 40. There may be some 

flexibility that we'll look at in crafting that lauguage. 

I'm not sure how you can go about that. 

The signage issues, we could probably work through 

that. I had heard mentioned something about maybe posting 

it at gateways to boroughs, the idea that radar is being 

enforced. So, when you enter a borough, on the sign it says, 

speed limit radar enforced there. That's probably the way 

we can handle it. It's pretty close to where we feel comfort

able. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: I think some of the 
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concerns and some of the issues you have raised, whether it 

be objecting to the prohibition of parttime police officers 

and the signage and the lowering of the points system, and I 

think, Ed, as we discussed earlier, and Ed has been very 

involved in trying to put some language together. He's been 

very helpful. He's voiced the opinions of your organization 

very well and I think the bottom line is we that are trying 

to craft this bill, at the same time are trying to craft a 

perception that we can sell and in creating a perception that 

you are going to have parttime police officers out there — 

now, logically, I can't really argue that. Maybe the Chair

man can. However, from a perception perspective, we don't 

want to create the perception that we are going to allow 

municipalities to go out to hire simply rent a cops and all 

they are going to do is run the radar unit. So, that's one 

of the reasons why that language is in the bill. Possibly 

down the road, and here again, I mean, this bill even as it 

is is going to be a tough sell, with its restrictions. I 

mean if we had all of the members of the Transportation 

Committee here, we probably couldn't get this bill out of 

Committee. So, I mean, the bill as it is now may seem tough 

to you but in the same token anything less doesn't stand a 

chance. So, we are trying to work with what we have. We are 

trying to create a perception that we are going to have a 

bill that Representatives do not have to fear supporting 



because their motoring public is going to be, for lack of a 

better word, protected. 

MR. TROXELL: And we want the Committee to be clear 

that we are not married to the parttime police. We'd love to 

see that in the future. We realize there is a five-year sun

set provision on the entire issue. So, we will accept the 

five-year sunset. In that period of time we will revisit 

it. If it's successful, if we see we can move possibly into 

parttime areas, that may be considered then. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: And I think that needs 

to really be understood; that unless we can start from here, 

you are never going to get where you want to go. Maybe even 

if we start from here, you will never get there but you'll 

never get there if we don't start from here. 

MR. PARSELLS: More of a comment. As you suggest, 

if we were successful in passing this legislation and ease 

into it and hence, that's sort of the importance of the 

signage issue. I think that should be the least of your 

worries. The last thing our members need is a bunch of 

tickets written with radar and they have no idea was coming. 

It's very imporaant — it's an education process with the 

community and I think the signage should be the least of your 

worries. I'm sure our members would express the same concern, 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEK: Thank you very much 

once again. 
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MR. MATTA: Thank you for having us. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: Ed will keep you in 

touch and he will keep us informed. Has Patrick McHenry or 

Gerald Taylor shown up? 

(No response.) 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: Lieutenant Ralph Boura, 

is that? 

MR. BOURA: Yes, sir. Could I pass these out real 

quick? 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: Yes. From Penn Township. 

(The hearing recessed at 11:03 A.M. and reconvened 

at 11:20 A.M.) 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: We're going to call 

this meeting back to order. Lieutenant Boura? Patrick 

McHenry who is the Crawford County Coroner, he was involved 

in two deaths. So, he's going to submit testimony to this 

Committee. He will not be testifying today. 

Gerald Taylor who is another testifier cannot make 

it. He will testify most likely at the hearings we have in 

Harrisburg. So, Lieutenant Boura, you can proceed. 

MR. BOURA: Let me introduce my Chief. He's Chief 

Michael Mastriani. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: Chief, how are you? 

MR. MASTRIANI: Just fine, thank you. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: Welcome. 
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MR. MASTRIANI: Thank you. 

MR. BOURA: My name is Lieutenant Ralph Boura. I 

am a 15-year veteran with the Penn Township Police Department 

in Westmoreland County. 

For the past six years I have been actively working 

towards moving the municipal fulltime police officers and 

the Pennsylvania State Troopers into the 21st century like 

the rest of the country. 

I'm going to skip down if it doesn't confuse any

body. Chief Baric and the Lieutenant covered the use of the 

equipment that we use now. So, I'm just going to jump throug 1 

that paragraph and move down and explain the radar to you. 

Radar devices now used in Pennsylvania by the 

Pennsylvania State Police are highly accurate measuring 

devices that have stood the test of some 30 years of virtually 

trouble-free service. Historical data on file from the 

Pennsylvania State Police shows there has never been a unit 

undergoing its 60-day accuracy test that has produced an 

inaccurate reading. These units are designed to produce no 

reading at all if there is a component failure. 

Lidar, not used in Pennsylvania, is a very accurate 

speed timing device also. Lidar units produce a very narrow 

beam width of approximately three feet at a distance of 1,000 

feet. This allows pinpoint accuracy, permitting the lidar 

beam to be placed upon a single vehicle, which reduces 
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operator error in identifying the target vehicle to almost 

zero. 

Both radar and lidar are very accurate and very 

useful speed timing tools for the professional police officer 

in Pennsylvania. The primary use of any speed timing device 

is for the purpose of traffic safety and to achieve this in 

the most accurate and safe manner possible. 

By permitting the use of radar/lidar by local full-

time municipal police officers, it would make every patrol 

unit a deterrent. Now, if there are no white lines, the 

violator knows the municipal police officer is very limited 

in their enforcement of the speed limit. Let me stop a 

second. I enclosed an article from the Post-Gazette that I 

saved for years. If you get a chance, read that because they 

use Vascar and a radar unit in a school zone and they had an 

officer set up and the people were speeding up to those lines, 

slowing up and then taking off and the Post-Gazette proved it 

with their radar gun, that they knew the speed limit but they 

just didn't want to obey the speed laws. So, it was a good 

article. I saved it for many years. 

Most of the Penn Township speeding complaints are 

from the housing plans. With the equipment that we are now 

permitted to use, we are very limited in our ability to slow 

traffic. 

By the use of radar/lidar, a patrol unit can go to 
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different locations, run a check to deter speeding, and then 

go back on patrol. This keeps the patrol unit moving around 

the community and not in one area for long periods of time. 

One major issue that keeps rising with the talk of 

radar/lidar for local fulltime police in Pennsylvania is the 

issue of revenue maker. All 49 other states trust their law 

enforcement officers, why not Pennsylvania? If I want to 

generate revenue for my local government, give me a $52 

Acutrak unit and a set of white lines at the bottom of the 

hill. Why spend $1,000 to $3,000 on a radar/lidar unit? 

Also, let us not forget that the vehicle must be speeding 

before he/she can be issued a citation. 

I enlarged a traffic citation for your review. As 

you can see, a vehicle traveling 16 miles over the posted 

speed limit would receive a total fine of $136. Out of the 

$136 citation, the local municipality receives half of the 

fine of block which is Block No. 29 which is $28.50 which is 

21 percent of the total citation. 

The Penn Township Police Department is a 20-man 

fulltime professional police department. Our department has 

an active dedicated traffic unit. For the year ending 2000, 

the total police budget was $1,800,000. The total fines 

taken in from all fines, that's disorderly conducts, every

thing that is issued through the District Justice Office, was 

$40,000. This is less than two percent of the total police 
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budget. 

Attached are three articles, one written by the 

Pittsburgh Post-Gazette which I mentioned on speeding vehicle 3 

in school zones. The next article is about danger on rural 

roads which, I think, Chief Baric covered some statistics 

there. It has the graph in that. And the third one is an 

article done by the National Traffic and Highway Safety 

Council. It's an article on enforcement saving lives and 

combating crime. 

I would like to thank you for your time and consid

eration and will answer any questions you may have at this 

time. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: Thank you very much, 

Lieutenant Boura. Any questions from any members? Represen

tative Strittmatter? 

REPRESENTATIVE STRITTMATTER: No questions. Thank 

you. 

REPRESENTATIVE COSTA: I have a question for you. 

He mentioned about two percent of his budget. That five per

cent cap, is that five percent on total funds or five percent 

of their budget? 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEE: Total municipal budget. 

MR. MASTRIANI: I'd like to clarify. Now, that 

$1.8 million is the police budget. So, the $40,000 against 

the municipal budget which is over $6 million is negligible 
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really. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: That five percent in 

the legislation is an arbitrary figure. We didn't have any

thing to come up with. So, we made it five percent figuring 

that would be a good place to start. Sue, any questions? 

REPRESENTATIVE LAUGHLIN: I never heard of lidar. 

Is that just like radar? 

MR. BOURA: This bill includes lidar. Lidar puts 

out a light beam instead of a microwave beam and what happens 

with this light beam, it's a very narrow beam that is travel

ing a lot faster than a radar beam. It's giving you a readinj 

like a three-quarters of a second, like a radar gun usually 

is taking three, four, five seconds to get a return reading 

from a car where a lidar beam, it takes three-quarters of a 

second and the beam, like I explained there, is like a three 

foot diameter. When you hold a lidar gun, you are looking 

through like the sights of a deer rifle. You actually look 

and it has cross-hairs on it. You hold it up and you look. 

So, you are actually looking at the target vehicle you want 

to clock. So, it has an audible and a visual built into it. 

Now, your eye is looking as you get closer to the vehicle 

with the cross-hairs. The tones will start beeping. When 

you actually put the cross-hairs on that one vehicle, it will 

look like a pitch we are hearing now and it will tell you what 

that speed is. The great purpose of a lidar gun is the 
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vehicle you are clocking is the vehicle. You know, a big 

issue with radar is you have to look. You have to watch the 

approaching vehicles, the training on exactly what vehicle 

you are clocking. With the lidar gun, which is very good for 

interstate highways and such, and I feel in our community 

that's what I would use. Everybody would have to have their 

preference. On the vehicle you are clocking, because your 

beam is only a three-foot diameter beam — it's not splashing 

over to another vehicle and, like I said, with a lidar gun, 

it gives you distance away and then after you lock on with 

a lidar gun, it will start backtracking. It would give you an 

average speed of the vehicle as it's approaching you. Now, 

the officer has how far away, his average speed and a lock 

speed on his maximum speed. So, this gives an officer a lot 

of tools to tell this person, Hey, I have been clocking you 

for over 500 feet and you have been increasing your speed 

or decreasing or whatever they are doing. It gives him — 

it's a very — and the difference between lidar, that equip

ment is like $3,000 but it depends what you want to do. Our 

purpose for our municipality is, I feel we would spend the 

money. We want the best equipment and we want to do the job 

right. 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: It's much safer for the officers? 

MR. MASTRIANI: Yes. That's another issue that I 

addressed four years ago. That's right. 
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CHAIRMAN GEIST: Thank you. 

MR. BUGAILE: Is it your testimony that, from what 

I saw here, that all 49 states in the Union have unlimited 

use of radar for — 

MR. BOURA: I don't know if it's unlimited. Local 

police use it. I don't know the restrictions that every 

state put on like we have restrictions. 

MR. BUGAILE: It's a common fallacy that every 

state in the Union except Pennsylvania allows local govern

ments and there are about 20 states that have severe 

restrictions on it and we are talking about perhaps towns the 

size of Pittsburgh being able to use radar but not any of the 

other municipalities. So, it probably doesn't do you good to 

say that in that sense because — 

MR. BOURA: You'd have to poll each state. 

MR. BUGAILE: Right. You are splitting hairs when 

you say that 49 states. That's just a comment. 

MR. BOURA: Okay. 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: I have nothing. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: Representative Hess? 

REPRESENTATIVE HESS: No. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: Then the Chair 

recognizes Representative Stairs from Westmoreland County. 

REPRESENTATIVE STAIRS: No. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: Okay. That being said, 
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thank you very much. Appreciate it. 

(The following was submitted for inclusion in the 

record:) 
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are in a hurry. Posted speed limits in school zones are low — 
3ut a Post-Gazette reading of just how many people speed in the 
zones was startling. And radar isn't an option for local police} 

Darrpll Rann/Prrel 0,u,a\>*< . * ' • 
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jpeedmg epidemic 
ên in school zones 

Steve Mellon/Post-Gazette 

mffeted by growling Shirley Grimm helps students at Johnston Elementary School cross at the intersection of 
mph. Ardmore Boulevard and Franklin Avenue in Wilkinsburg. 
; gotten hurt," said 
nmm, who also is a honked at a driver who was traveling at 28 school buses, a stretch limousine, a fire 
Jin Avenue. mph —13 mph over the school zone speed department van and a police cruiser. 
me drivers often zip 1 ^ . There also was a bicyclist clocked at 23 

Twenty-four motorists were clocked be- mph. 
ing to know how tween 25 and 30 mph. Another eight were Those traveling at the correct speed 
slow to the speed timed between 31 and 35, the highest caused a snake of tailgaters up the road in 

recorded speed that day at that location. both directions. 
lit- . - '• Roads that would require caution even Of 134 vehicles targeted with the radar 
Gazette trained the without a school did not deter some gun, 17 were timed going less than 20 mph. 
rations in and motorists. Nineteen vehicles were going at least 
week. Beaver Grade Road in Moon is curvy and twice the limit. 
>n of Peters, the re- hilly, packed with warning signs around One sport utility vehicle tore around the 

Moon Area Senior High School bend at 46 mph, ripped past the high school 
pan Thursday A15 mph speed limit sign flashes in both entrance and didn't even make a pass at the 
1, not a single driver directions, giving motorists ample time to brakes when he saw the speed gun trained 
school with a green slow from the regular 35 mph limit before on him. 
tph speed limit they pass the high school entrance, St. The other 98 vehicles were clocked be-
L vehicles were go- Margaret Mary Church child-care center tween 20 and 29 mph, significantly over the 
ne of those was a and a private day-care center. speed limit. 

But signs were routinely ignored The police cruiser was clocked at 24 mph 
iTs"" '•"' ̂  Wednesday morning last week. in the 15 mph zone; the fire department van 
LlTO.'t/ During an hour of use, the radar gun 
, Kufry. detected^dozens of speeding motorists, in- =— - ' B 
r shook his hand and eluding teachers pulling into school, several SEE RADAR, PAGE B-4 
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ng epidemic in school zones 
- — : ; : 'r • Gazette were going 20 mph or 

-— ...u. •"'.,'•-':>. •"...'•','.;,.'.! ; '. ' "-.'•«'• •• >< -'.q :••>! .'"-., slower in the 15 mph zone. 

»j> '7i tells me they know the speed limit; ,& ?g%&$3,£& 
but they choose to ignore it." SSUSSSSi&X 

. zu- • — • - • — • — ^ — — clocked going 27 and 23 and 23; 
Aool respectively. 
kids, in Pennsylvania, only the state it," lie said. "It tells me they know c n f^%L 3 i f i V !nSSf1 i f i 
slow police can ate speeders by using a the speed limit, but they choose to speeds ttat were at least twice the 
don't radar gun. Local police must use ignore it" SP®~ J™"-. ,i™M,.,Mc /.ww^i of 

the more cumbersome Vascar sys- He and other police chiefs said ., tl.Jff 73-jTS?T™-vlS-^rl-i ss sittsjawst Ercfiafra MSgagTO 
ag to straight road and high-tech equip- which the state Legislature has radar S"n P o m t e d at tam' 
iwno ment' times the rate at which a restricted to just the state police p A n i . i n r ( n p . H t m n . 

vehicle passes the lines. The speed since radar was invented decades K « g u i u r s p e e n T r a P * ; 
dties then is. extrapolated, ago. , "It doesn't surprise me," McNed-
rane, "Vascar is so obvious," said Pe- Lawmakers figure that municipal ly said. "We can only do so much.' 
jding ters Police Chief Harry Fruecht. police forces would use radar to But there are some things that 
it the "The lines are right there for every- raise revenues, because a portion of appear to help. ,-

one to see. You nave to be a moron each speeding fine goes into munic- ' In Peters, speeding was much 
lught to be caught by Vascar." ipal coffers, said state police Sgt. less of a problem than at other 
*ool tacju.'jcma-^w " I C T 8 O T N ,Tim ^^ in Harrisburg. schools tested by the Post-Gazette". 
two / R O W l E W ^ e W l c t e ^ p . The state police are authorized to On M^urray Road in front of 

iving l ra fh1ra1?rdir^Srthathe use radar because the department Peters High School, 48 of 59 vehb 
fine is experimenting with. He cannot has no financial stake h citing to tar^wtolta radar B g 

cite seeders with it, but he has speeders. State police funding w e r e g o ^ m p ^ a t o w e r m J e 
pend discovered something interesting comes from the state. 15 mph zone, and some, much. 

by using it Yearly attempts to change that slower. 
part-. . "We clockpeople accelerating up law to allow fill-turn municipal H , ^ 1 ! ^ * ^ ! ^ * * * * 
zone to the whitelne into the Vascar departments to use radar have been »an 20 mph, and.only two were 
state zone, slowing to the speed limit and ' defeated Allue said. The state po- ^^^^JS&^^L' accelerating as soon as they pass lice and other law enforcement . Twenty-three vehicles were go-* ~u**v** a g e n d e s support fbme bms ,ng 15 mph 0r 510^. S o m e crawfed 

H Radar guns would give city police by J? e sch.°o1 at 10 mph, or slower. 
; a much needed tool to combat The pohce department regiuarly 
a speeding, which is rampant sets up speed traps in that school 

. :•,'•. throughout the, city, said Police: 2 o ne., .',. ./.' ^W'.r^f. *#*<• 

. ;'•Chief Robert McNeiUy. , ^ o , crosspg guaM Evelynl'Jp-
" '?-'Citypolice Have three squad cars1 zefkowia will gro. the-evil'eye. to 

t •; "equipped' with' Vascar equipment, anyone she thinks is' going too fast 
; and a few hand-held units. Radar ^ ^ gesture to .them .to^ slow 
'. units are all easily transportable, d<"™- .'•... • ' ..• . !\* -I'V," 

allowing speed traps to be set up fruecht,,: the police chief, ..has 
; : ^more easiry, McNeiHy said. another explanation. • , . . ' , ' . ' . . ; , 

There are dozens of school zones He used part of a state, grant 
' in the city,, and people routinely [ r o m

1_ t
d r ufe„d r?v i n g W?.' *?* 

ignore them, Mdfelly said. bought a p p o electoomc display 
T ; ' : » ' » • • • . L- board that hooks into the radar guns 
fofect,McNeilr/wasonhisway and presents in large numbers, for 

to work two weeks ago when a • all to see, including the driver, just 
driver not only ignored a school- now fast someone is going. Because 
zone on Pioneer Avenue but passed it i s clocked by rldarf "citations 
McNeilly, who was driving an un- cannot be "issued. -' 
marked car at the reduced speed still, "The idea of the board is just 
limit • jo make them.'aware-of'how fast 

Because he didn't have a radar they are going," he said. "It's a nice 
gun, McNeilly could cite the driverx P R thing. I . . . think everyone today 
only for passing in a no-passing isiustm a hurry." V.-'i- -•'*>}» =7 
zone, which he did. . fn wilkinsburg,' crossing-guard 

City police get complaints about' Shirley Grimm-wonders if the price 
speeders through school zones "all of hurrying is worth it as she usher? 
the time," he said. . . . • kids-across her busy=street - •'•..; 
... At Peabody High School in Pitts- -."When you're "going through:? 
burgh on Wednesday afternoon, 26 school zone, you have to'-slow 
of 122 vehicles that were targeted down," she said.' "I pray: everyiday with a radar gun by the Post- before I come'out here."-' ' :,;-.< , I,, , , I,,, I , , , , t - i i n - - W * ^ - T W ^ W " * 
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roads recorded 4,758 rower, and there is no median to separate Associated Press 
per hundred million oncoming traffic. And some rural roads are A mother and her two children were taken to a nearby 
compared with 1354 being used as commuter routes as suburbaa hospital Wednesday In Kerens, W.Va., after a dump 

rays a rate of 0.79 per sprawl moves farther out from central citie* truck hit their car head-on. State police said the truck 
and congestion on major highways increases.1! driver was cited for failure to maintain control. More 

all of the nation's "There is a need, unquestionably, for safety Americans are killed on rural roads than on crowded 
ways show the same PLEASE SEE DANGER/A14 urban expressways. 
^ 1 . ^ , - 1 muwuj.. ...1 . .1,1..). . . 1 . . i . | M i ^ . , i . i i i w . j 1 . . . - . B - > " i M . > T . i - , W . . W M I i...\"*T'V>&-MM*>l>"\ IJ"n' . iV iMnJim^UJtJ- - 1 " " ' "' " 

se two-lane H B H H H n M H H H H B H H H f l B a V H M B B B H f t H t h 0 W e b : *" G e n e r a l Account-
wBttBEttB&sBS&^^^^HBK^K^BI^HIi^UHB -tag Office repoitrwww.gao.gov' 

sricanAsso- - H ^ H | ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 9 | Q H I B | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ H « •.The Road Information Pro-
;hway and n ^ ^ H l 9 L ^ i l i ^ ^ ^ ^ 3 ^ f e t e ^ w ^ ^ ^ H L ^ L B i l s i ^ H H !"6>̂ rn:,www.tripnet.org V 
Is and a for- H M ^ B M B B M M M B P B i B i i ^ ? ^ ttBHHHHHH *" Rational Association of 
ip County, WBBB^^^^^ffi&iwMBBiaQmK&ti'^wHBBUiBM ' -, Cou"ties:>ww.naco.org . , 

H H ^ ^ J ^ H H K f l H M B H g n K O k J - v l | H | ^ H n 8 S m i • American Association of 
a MississiD- WKKKKKKKmmKmM^SKSfmMt S H H H B S H H ' ' i S t a t e Highway and. «.- • 
iree sates WKMKHHS^^BK^m^BKBSS^ Transportation Officials: ( 

s are under figBPIHlHfi^^ • • www.transportation.org . 
us two-lane ^Pfffffl||PqiM ' '"' '  
onstruction 1 ^SSSB^^^MmBB^^^^^^i^WB^^SSjS^^^ . 

e have been f^^^BS^^gt^KKmS^gSBKSsSS^SSBm Rural r o a d s r e c e i v e d l e s s Ending 
n the high- U^SKBBKK^gKKK^^^S^^^mS^Sl'r^^PV^ and saw less traffic but had many 

WBS^liilfSiitKU^BB^BBBSSBIBSBBMKMmBBKt m o r e traffic deaths than urban 
ney flows to mKS^^KBB^^BSsBB^SS^SSEm^SBHSKBBBM r o a d s in 1 " 9 - R u r a l wads often 
mse that's f^M/BBB^^HB^B^B^SB^Bl^^BHBBBSBBSi d o n o t m e e t m°dem safety stand-

§MMMMMa9 |Hl l l §M ' ards and experts say motorists 
rns are a ftfflB^M«ni«tJ||^^ tend to travel faster on them 
le travel is H| | | iHJlBBlj3B^ because they are less congested. 
ll,M°^et t l

J' ™ L W a O H i i i l i ! 5 i » M ^ m Total urban roads 
' The Road ^BUSBfSMSS^KBaB^SBI^UmaKBSB^^Bm Z I 
a research B W | M ^ ^ y ^ B M B l | | | | | B | M B M W M M Total rural roads 
instruction ^ ^ H H ^ ^ H H l H n S ^ ^ H ^ P ^ 9 [ ^ H ^ H Vehicle miles traveled ' 
burring an'd ^ M a B H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M a f l g S M M M M I i « M » « B % i 1-6 trillion 
pmore" H ^ ^ H E ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B H ^ B O B B ^ W M H n H H M H • • • • • • • 1'1trU,,on 

9 repair an mBgBSI^^^SSSBS^S?SSil^BBSBS^^B^ Natalities 

irerworka?s WKKBK^mKKSKKK^^B^^MKmM' mmm'mtm'5-a'6 

. for widen- l | | | j | j H B | J M Fatalities per 100 million 
e, Moretti B^8BmiaamMilliMW^TOWM^& ^ ^ ^ S ^ ^ S H H H H R M H ' ' miles traveled 
al roads are M M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ a ^ ^ | H | I W j | ^ B M ^ ^ ^ B B H B W ^ ^ B B M B fBBB&BBBBBBBBHBfflBtt 2.3s 
lore traffic ^Btm^mSKBSBSHBS/B^^^SKBmSBBBSII^l^^ 
1 they were H | H | g J H B W B » W ™ ^ ^ 

http://repoitrwww.gao.gov'
http://www.tripnet.org
http://www.transportation.org
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Traffic Enforcement: 

'• Saving Lives and 

I Combating Crime 

^ NHTSA believes that traffic enforcement not 

i only saves lives, injuries, and dollars, it also supple-

i ments many criminal enforcement activities. 

This brochure can be used by law enforcement 

executives and elected public officials to show the 

relationship between traffic enforcement, crime, and 

public safety. 

U.S. Department of Transportation 

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 

America is confronted with three major public 

safety challenges: violent crime, drugs and traffic 

safety. Crime, and the fear it generates, is a very 

real threat. Yet the danger of involvement in a traffic 

crash is much greater. 

Law enforcement executives and elected 

leaders have responded to citizen concerns and made 

the fight against crime a priority. One often over

looked tool that can be effective in both combating 

crime and reducing crashes is traffic enforcement. 

The National Highway Traffic Safety Adminis

tration (NHTSA)'s mission is to reduce deaths, injuries 

and economic losses resulting from motor vehicle crashes. 
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In addition, NHTSA promotes the use of traffic enforce

ment as an effective public safety initiative to identify 

and apprehend violent criminals. 

The human loss in traffic crashes is tragic. 

Over 40,000 people are killed and millions more are 

seriously injured in violent traffic crashes every year. 

Whether being a crime victim or crash victim, 

everyone in the United States helps pay billions of 

dollars — for lost productivity, property damage, 

rising medical and car insurance rates — and the costs 

of police, firefighters and emergency medical personnel. 

NHTSA estimates that motor vehicle crashes cost the 

nation approximately $137 billion annually as compared 

to the $19 billion cost for victims of personal and 

household crimes. 

With resources stretched to the limit, more 

law enforcement agencies realize enforcement programs 

mush be more productive, addressing a number of commun

ity concerns. Traffic enforcement can be a valuable 

resource in the war against crime while also reducing 

the human and economic losses associated with traffic 

crashes. 
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JND CRIME: violent Crime lhtth#uisw 
FACTS PERCENT C1IANGU FROM 1989 

r Z trull ' h ^ ^ c Z t L y S , y . ^ L ^ t i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S ^ ^ 
: on the move w c s1rc reducing the level of "**""' •*""' "" -——»•«- .»•-•-

. . . . • • i i r Figure 1 - Violent crane in the U.S. 

and highways. In community violence and Tear, 

:iety, the making life safer for our 

) facilitate the citizens. W h c n trQ^[c enforcemen£ 

•ri* ^ , • . . . . . , officers arrest drunk or drugged 
s be on the alert Traffic enforcement is a critical clement that 

I procedurcsio police executives can use to improve public drivers, they prevent other 

linals when they safety. The overall enforcement initiative is cleaths, injuries and violent 

utine traffic stops. to reduce crime and increase traffic safety. crimes'. ' 

i based on dramatic A m ff, - , , . , , , 
V Traffic enforcement saves lives and'/ 

cFBIt/ni/onn • _•'• What docs a police traffic officer accomplish 

: has increased ' v by arresting people who have illegal fircanns in 

here were more effect vr\ reducing crime. motor vehicles' These facts are from the FBI 

imes reported to Uniform Crime Report. In 1993: 

in 1993. Violent ' 

ritics, but it's What do law enforcement officers n 25 percent of aggravated assaults were 

America. accomplish by arresting drunk or dnigged committed with a firearm. ] 

drivers? These facts are from NHTSA's 1993 B 42 percent of robberies were committed \ 

\ation stnigglc to Traffic Safety Facts and the 1992 Bureau of wj th a fircarm. 

:cs. For some Justice Statistics SoinrcbooJc o/CriminalJiisficc a 70 percent of murders involved the use 

lotings and. Stalktics. of a firearm. 

: they don't even 
al firearms arc a O 17,461 people died in alcohol-related 
dealers blatantly motor-vehicle crashes. W* 1" 1 tra$c enforcement offices 

D 61 percent of inmates jailed for violent arrest those who have illegal 
crimes were drinking or using drugs firearms in motor vehicles, they 

:rimcs with more when they committed their crime. ^ ^ o t h c r dcath$> ^ ^ . ^ flnd 

incept of community B 17 percent of inmates committed . . 
1 ' violent crimes. 

ment executives offenses to get money for drugs. 

meet the growing 
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ENFORCING B^soE^i-fflESf 
!^Zt TRAFFIC LAWS: 'a^^'fjs3^ 

'0^^M mm Trallic Enlorcement anJ „ o y ,,!lvc ,„.„ invo,ra, in ̂  
s^CSrmiMnjuww^ Mo« nrfxm «>ul mm! (w/ice ctrpamnaiu IUC additional murders. 

f^vw*SSI^^s^ traffic enforcement in their daily ojxnuion. 
m'?',P899o68v!iin 
(SsSlfeSSWB* T,,<:Df "lwcX(';;mc CIB*'MS m u l c l^w c c lra^<: *"" * The Dayton, Ohio Police Dcrmrrmcnr 
I ^ ^ ^ ^ S wsaw '"**"mI / ) a ' m " "'"""* w,"'c,t' m 8 ' , esiaWished n 10-nwmhcr cmflftc 
i^Kl^^SS&^WB tnjimci. enforcement strike force, using existing 
lenpcnmejjth^^ 
B S ^ ^ M w w i ! ^ personnel. Then mission was to enforce 
fe?^*,'^^^ " I" J"nc 1993, two New York Snuc ciaffic laws in the city's high crime 
imc/crasbivclockwjs . . . . . . 
J S r a S ^ ^ S ^ troopers stopped a pickup truck in Long a icas< Arrests during the first eight 
fti&&&y&Bl Island that had no rear license plate, m o m a ! > 0f t j u . slr&c force incU.dcd 184 

£ Grim Report ^ ^"^ * *"** k ^ ' ' " t h e " ^ fc,ony : " l J 3 ° 7 m i s d c m c a n o r ""enscs. 
After further investigation, the driver j \ y c t < . w c r c a j s o g,803 traffic citations 
was arrested for 11 counts of murder, -^^ anci 22 stolen vehicles were 
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orcc had an • Thc Baltimore County, Maryland and 2,043 driver's license suspensions or 

:rimc in the city. Police Department organizes and revocations. The effort also resulted in 

coordinates the Pulaski Highway Project, 258 drug arrests, 52 firearm violations, 

:as Police an annual two-month STEP program. the recovery of 42 stolen vehicles and 

ted traffic This effort unites Federal, sratc and 34 persons arrested as fugitives. One 

iy, although only local law enforcement officers to reduce fugitive arrest was for murder, one for 

: arc dedicated to traffic crashes and crime in the armed robbery, and one person arrested 

3, this agency community. In 1993, the program had 32 outstanding warrants. This 

and aaswered produced 275 DW1 arrests as compared traffic enforcement effort assisted in 

)f 9,241 criminal to 61 in 1992. There were 9,523 other increasing seat belt use from 62 percent 

me from traffic * traffic arrests and an additional 249 to 80 percent, while significantly 

al of 36,681 ' criminal arrests. This cooperative effort impacting criminal activities. 

n the issuance of contributed to a 12 percent reduction in 

• From this robberies and 63 percent reduction in HiStlWay Criminal IMePlHCliOn 

were also 2.637 burglaries in the surrounding areas of Tm^c „ , / „ , „ , ! fllu( „•,„,•„„! interventim IS 

leans seven Pulaski Highway during the same period a Jl)cdaf | m > s r a m lhat (eaclv:s / K ) j f c c o Jyj c m tQ 

ops resulted in of the previous year. ux mftc enforces« „ ^fa catching 

: arrests include oAntaofa on the highxvays. 
r aggravated • The North Carolina Governor's 

robbery, 2 J'ftr Highway Safety Office, the Insurance H T|1(. Clarendon County. South 

is violations. 101 Institute for Highway Safety and Gmvliha. Sheriff's Office trained three 

3 for larceny or NHTSA launched a statewide pmgram, deputies in NHTSA's Aggressive 

ing while Click It Or Ticket. This public Crimmn! Enforcemetu (ACE) program. 

information and enforcement campaign l n 1 9 9 2 i t h c p r o g r a m w responsible 

is designed to reduce crash related fo r s c i 2 i n g 4 2 p o u n t i s 0f cocaine, 200 

SITienl deaths and injuries by increasing thc use g r a m s o f c r a c k ( anc l rccoVcring 

of scat belts and child safety seats. Over $150,000 in U.S. currency. Under thc 

of targeted long- a three week period during thc summer s a m c p r o g r a m | t n c Sheriff's 

or areas mth of 1994, law enforcement agencies Department and the South Carolina 

: focus might be throughout North Carolina reported Highway Patrol stopped a vehicle for a 

! Jrivers. Officers thc following traffic activities: 22,010 traffic v-l0\nt\0n m& discovered 67 

>rm a team to carry scat belt violations, 1,463 child restraint firearms. This recovered cache of 

violatioas, 1,829 DWI / alcohol offenses p„ mnm rcsui,cd in a Federal 

Baltimore County, Maryland - Pulaski Highway Project Photo 
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liuumu'kliciion. Siimihanvoti>ly, they cm * ^ ! ^ i m K S B B H ^ K i r ^ ^ ^ l l w ^ ^ ^ ^ p ' » ^ ^ 3 j l & ^ ' ' ^ ! ^ 

California Highway Patrol Pholo 

Mutual-aid pacts arc 

prearranged agreements 

TXT p i between jurisdictions to assist each other in cooperative effort intensified criminal 

times of need or to address a significant enforcement activities in the city. 

) X J R C E S • public safety problem. A good example is The effect of stepped up traffic 

/^I-T-I-V -rs^-xr t n c multi-agency law enforcement effort in enforcement by the C H P helped in 
k- ' J r-E'-l . ' , i y-s X E;Wt p a l 0 Alto, California. reducing crime in Hast Palo Alto. 

noN 
HI In 1992, according ro the :,".:'•".'Y-'-V V-ytf VAV*?, 

r - i - r • r*r fn • • i CRIME • 1992 . VM993'{£%*CHAtfGE$f! 
f v^aliiorma vJMiee oi criminal .....•• ...v.'...'.v.'," . . 

n f o r c c m i , | , t . . „. . r f P , A l r Homicide1-. ."42• ". T r t 6 ^ ^ ' 8 < S * $ » S 5 - , . Juscice Planning, East Palo Aito ~ • .. «,'•'-. '. -vSo *4vtf4tfVrflSMB»fr' (force laws when ' n Rape . '16- •',• ^-vl3;?K-^«-jl9^p®l; 
. -,. had the nation's highest per Total robbery . 271 ^ ; \ 4 9 5 ^ A « S » 2 8 ^ ^ 8 

tve enough officers T}~v.k„.,..„ii-v. • •. ••>^i^'?--fe>^«w^"4l&to^sMS 
capita rate for murder. Local p^^^\t'M^^^S^Bm 

ice, protect citizens ' ^Kca^;'^C'^P?-4k^^PY^^^^^^^^m 
t ce \ . tow enforcement was over- . A g g r a v a t e d t « ^ ? ^ f | ; - I ^ V ^ ® ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M 

mforce traffic laws «~ ,„1«-*^ tMl<^^S^^S^^SSKSSB^SSk 
, . whelmed by a well-armed crim- A ^ ? V ^ V ^ % ¥ ^ S # ^ W ^ W 

:r.ishes? ' Assaults with - ' '-.x^-M^W^^^M^i 
inal element. The firearms 158 ' 120 :. '" r •V*-:24^3*0} 

— *H. « . f , r n i ' . . Burglary 285 362 +27 
sic 8>A Unci nl Police , " ' , . r, „ ( , 0 - , , 

<W • -e*«fJ--6*3«R* t Larceny/theft 375 387 +3 
I J M L J X - ^ ^ r ~MamSSK requested HSMS- Autodieft 406 341 - 1 6 ' 
^ ^ m ^ ^ | ] ^ f f l l ^ ^ ^ S t : m c c f m m ,K":,I,,V T O T A L S 2,169 1,993 - 8 
1^SmUW^^^MM-->'^cmV'^ ^aiil'omia I lighw.iy I )tnin;: ilns lime. ihc CI IP made 5W 

flBtfffiffl / ^ ^ ^ ^ > k t f t i a d f f i Parrol(CIIP), ropaiuei- PWI .IIK-SIS and V0 felony naffic 

8 B * ^ 5 l H^nElllfel^MkrS^ml , r '"c M a c o o u m v , u c ^ ai tests, iNMirtn.561 traffic citation^ 

W ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J i ^ B ^ H w ^ f i f l crime and tr.iffic enfoiic- tecm-eied 216 .stolen vehicles, inveMi-

I SI * r * A ^ ' ^ >> ""' ljtj3B ment effort. In response, gated 1,670 tialfic Clashes and cou

n t >̂  W E C ^ ^ ran! the CHP initiated aggres- ducted 11,748 police/:>hei iff assi.sr.s. In 

;jf«"^ I M P T ? * / n u B sive traffic enforcement addition, dining a two month pciuxl, 

HEJ^ia^V>- j T ^ ^ i i u B operations in East Palo CI IP peisonnel confiscated 26 illeg.il 

'- '-' _;:>J^Jtt^l^^^. B W H I Alto. This multi-agency firearms from motor vehicle drivers. 
California Highway Patrol and East Palo Alio Patlco Photo 
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htm tins MSBBB&BI^^BB^^^^BBI^B^^Kt^^^^^SKil^^^^K^^Bm^K 

TheACli ^^^^^^BlS^^PIH^BflF 
pio^tiitn has shown that this. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f c ^ B complement ihi.s 

a approach works. ^ ^ ^ ^ effort hy " looking 

beyond the ticket." Inc.re.iscd tii iffic 

• Di-VfliiJ) " ( i l l |>ui|)i)se" i i / j f i i i ' i : 1'he enfouement in ll.ist Palo A l t o , 

use M1 .111 ".i l l piiipo.se" H U K C I m.iy he (.ialiloima ,nul I X i \um, C")|no h.i.̂  li.ul 

.1 mote i*ll 111 L- m means ol in 111 r 111 ;i .i dctci ient el ic i t onet ime. 

peiMiiiiH'l in limes nl l imited 

S j ^ -» . . ^»^L—; iesouii.es. Hy expanding l:i\v • JII /OIm cruci educate the publ ic: Get 

^ ^ B ^ ^ ^ ^ H | cidoK'cmcii l activit ies, pattol olficeis the community and the media 

^ ^ ^ ^ • • ^ ^ H develop skills and abilities lo icspond involved Announce yoin intent (o 

^ • ^ ^ ^ H H ^ B elfeit ively to nil puhlic salct} issuer, cnfoicc u.illic laws uioie a.q.uie^sivel^ 

? 3 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f e including l ial l ic ei i foiccincnl, thai in oidei lo ieduce Clashes, ciinie 

KW^^P^^W conl iont iho needs ol the tales, and health care costs. 
T^MKH S B H b community. It's u oik in); in the New l")isinhutc the icsutis of yotu effoiis. IYolk Slate Pol i ie. It winked in IVilumoie Coiinix,, 

M.uyland • l i lenti/y the J'li i l i lem: Law enloi iei i ient lesomces assigned to Lnfoiemn t iaf l i i . i.iws s.ivcs lues and t.iiliei hi^h crime aicasian use pie\ents iniuiies It's ihe fust l ine of J aj^iessivc ti i i f l ic enfoKcnient as a defense against \ lolent cuine in eveiy tool to tediue the incidence of MICCI coimminii.y. crime. T ia l lu patioK taiuei inj:hi i :h 

http://Inc.re.iscd
http://piiipo.se
http://iesouii.es
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lin.iuil slum iliivei I'rtmi the highway. A tmalnl 1.566 ileierrenee hy inoieasinj: ihe pen:cpiim>of '• 

h fiicmiRw law enfmcemeni nflWcK paniei|\iieil in appieheiwiiin ;unonj; ciiniinak The,tncie 

nm multiple tin- i'|viaiiiui. 1 lie HMI| I< ueie: piesence nf law enl'mremeiil can tlefer ilir 

Clive in miming riiiiwial iitul lea.ssute (In- cnmmiiniiv t li:il 

aiul omtnu-iiial I AX'I ali'olml amiihujjs ' I IS iln-ii lii^lmav.--aicole. 

iiiiieieasiiij'seai . . . . . . . . 
Seal hell vitilaiium * l n 

s iheMaiewiile *• 
.-»-ViuliSi.-ilt-. r..iali.aM.V vi..lali..n 1.7<H , - p T 

, ('liminal anests 107 
V | < • : • M .«*•* ENFORCEMENT 
ices >|Miivmml /.—» 

„„.WKI,.,
 i•"̂ i,", <**" ° CHALLENGE 

it iheSiaic. This 

i. (7.IH1I." Salutation paiiuN ran he i*nnilurieil mi a ~ I ~ "Y" ereV how law enfoicemenr 

in Opeiaiinn). -.mallei vale. inrliiilini; iniilii cmniit m I ' I e\e< ulives can hriilne I lie nap 

•n I lie limirs nl ci'iinlv le\rl ninpet.ilive law enlmeement «*» «^.lx*i«een enlnixini! dallfie 

inj; anil 5:00 a.m. elli<ils. infiariinns anil leilnnni: dime. 

le final nl IV'/i'il 
illii vehiele These l\pe.snl aigiie-feirc Uallie enl'mee- "I (.'mimiil tu mfiiimi.ifKilfYc Mf/i/wrr: 

lie iiii|v.iiieil mem pn>}:iaiii> eteate a hiii.nl ueneial Law^eiilmceiueiil eseeiilive.* iiuol 

http://hiii.nl
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SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: That's it. We are 

waiting for a Mr. Klingaman. Come on up, front and center. 

The Chair would ask you, any way you can possibly summarize 

your testimony which gives us additional time to ask you 

questions, not to grill you but just to ask you questions. 

Mr. Klingaman is the Township Manager of Findlay Township, 

correct? 

MR. KLINGAMAN: Correct. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: Begin whenever you feel 

comfortable. 

MR. KLINGAMAN: As you indicated, I will summarize 

what I have to say. I'm representing the Pennsylvania State 

Association of Township Supervisors today as a member munici

pality of that organization. They asked if I would talk in 

their behalf. Essentially, the focus of the testimony is on 

safety, traffic safety, the ability for the use of radar to 

assist or lidar to assist in that effort and not to be a 

revenue production piece of legislation. Obviously, being 

a municipal official, I'm concerned about the ability to 

handle the expenses but we, in this case, recommend that thers 

may be some method to take revenues derived from the use of 

this, put it into a State fund which then municipalities 

would have the option to get money grants for the ability to 

conduct radar and the lidar so that ultimately the money is 

returned and it's a way to eliminate some of the concerns 
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about revenue production and the legislation. 

In order for the State association to fully support, 

there are a number of items that they felt should be part of 

the legislation. One is use of marked police cars only. 

Secondly, to maintain provision for full-time, full-service 

police departments, not expiring after a five-year period but 

stay with the legislation for the duration. Assign points as 

per normal procedure, no exception. Calibration of the radar 

equipment on an annual basis. I believe there is something 

to the effect of three years at this point but feeling, just 

as we inspect our vehicles, so should equipment of this type 

be inspected on an annual basis. Again, the State funding 

could assist in that matter so that the municipal government 

was not drawing the funds for that purpose. 

Subsection 3368g, defense should remain in effect 

and not expire in the five years and under the earlier 

proposal that I outlined, that would be consistent with our 

position there. 

Essentially, in conclusion, we feel the use of 

radar is seen as an effective tool, recognizing revenue 

production sometimes bogs down the legislation. Possibly, 

our proposal may be considered and I'd certainly be willing 

to answer questions you may have. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: Okay. Thank you very 

much, Mr. Klingaman. 
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CHAIRMAN GEIST: In order to receive support of the 

State Association, are you speaking for the State Association 

or yourself? 

MR. KLINGAMAN: The State Association. 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: The use of marked police cars only, 

you agree or disagree? 

MR. KLINGAMAN: Agree. 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: Agree, okay. Maintain the 

provisions on fulltime, you agree? 

MR. KLINGAMAN: Yes. It's my understanding for the 

Association, it's a compromise issue but, yes. 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: Are you familiar with the defin

ition of fulltime police officer? 

MR. KLINGAMAN: As per the legislation? 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: Yes. 

MR. KLINGAMAN: Yes. 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: Okay. You agree? 

MR. KLINGAMAN: Yes. 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: Good. And do you agree? 

MR. KLINGAMAN: Yes. 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: So do I. I thought the Police 

Chiefs Associations finest moment may have been in that 

definition because I think we have been searching for that 

definition for years. As you know, there are other defini

tions out there and it doesn't mean 20 hours a week. Now, 
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the assigning of points, do you understand the philosophy 

behind the legislation on the points assignment? 

MR. KLUSFGAMAN: I believe so. It seems to be some

what more lenient in the proposal as I understand it and I 

guess the State Association's position is to leave it as per 

normal v/ithout that modification. 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: I agree with the calibration on 

the one-year basis. I think we do everything from guns to 

cars to everything else on a yearly basis. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: Okay. Representative 

Jess Stairs? 

REPRESENTATIVE STAIRS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

I have a question. My first question, and I don't know if yoa 

can, Mr. Klingaman, answer this. If not, maybe staff can 

answer it. Over the years this issue of local governments 

having the power to use the radar type devices for speeding 

and enforcement has always been opposed by the State 

Troopers. At least, I have received information to that 

effect. Are you aware of any correspondence from the State 

Troopers of their opposition to this or if they have changed 

or, one way or the other? If can't answer, maybe somebody 

on the Committee can answer that because I have always taken 

their word because I respect our State Troopers and they have 

always opposed it. Can you update me on that any? 

MR. KLINGAMAN: No, I could not. That may have to 
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be someone — 

REPRESENTATIVE STAIRS: Maybe staff knows. 

MR. PARSELLS: The Democratic Policy Committee 

had a hearing about two years ago and the State Police did 

testify there and I think there was reluctant agreement, the 

fact that they do now support — 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: With controls? 

REPRESENTATIVE STAIRS: With Stipulations. 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: There was a lot of control. 

MR. BUGAILE: Correct me if I'm wrong, that's the 

official State Police standing as opposed to the Association? 

MR. PARSELLS: I think we had both and I think they 

are all on board with restrictions. 

REPRESENTATIVE STAIRS: That's something that needs 

clarified. That has always been, in my mind, a concern and 

I "repsect their opinion and when they would come out in the 

past and opposed it, I certainly was reluctant to support it 

but maybe with certain stipulations as other states have. 

My second question is my personal feeling is for 

safety, yes, but for revenue enhancement, no. How do you 

keep those from being intermixed? That is a fine line, I 

think, and how do we protect the motorists, that we are doing 

it for safety purposes and the one community says, well, we 

are going to fatten the budget? How do you keep those two 

from mixing together? That's my concern. 
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MR. KLINGAMAN: The proposal that I put in here 

essentially is — I'm not sure exactly how strong the State 

Association is in that but it's something I did talk with 

them about and indicated I was putting in the testimony and 

that is the use of handing over the monies to a State fund 

which then would allow municipalities to get that money back 

as it relates to training and certification, the purchase of 

equipment, the maintenance of equipment. So, it would be out 

and then back in approach. My belief would be that they 

wouldn't be looking at revenue as the driving force then. It 

would be a matter of running the program and paying for the 

expenses that relate to the program. 

REPRESENTATIVE STAIRS: That's important to hear 

that because I fear that it's a revenue enhancer here. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: Representative 

Strittmatter? 

REPRESENTATIVE STRITTMATTER: Hi, Gary. It's nice 

to see you again. On point three that you have, you said in 

order for the bill to receive the full support from the State 

Association, you say it could be addressed. Is addressing it 

by just telling us this or does it mean we have to do some

thing because before you got here, we went over the fact that 

for many years we have been trying to get this tool which, I 

think, is very needed and I support but in order to give that 

tool to the townships, we have to assure people, just like 
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Representative Stairs with the revenue enhancement, also with 

the point generation. Many times they don't feel it's there 

with the points and insurance companies. It clouds the issue. 

Is it possible for the Supervisors Association to say they 

would like to have this but that they will still support the 

bill the way it is now with the points assigned only when it's 

very very high so we can get started and maybe look at it in 

five years? 

MR. KLINGAMAN: I'm not sure how strong that 

position is from the Association's standpoint. I just know 

in my discussions with legislative affairs there, that's one 

issue. 

REPRESENTATIVE STRITTMATTER: If you could check 

with them and get back to the Chairman and the prime sponsor, 

it's critical. There is no reason to go forward unless there 

is complete support. You have to have everybody working for 

it. 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: If we're not all on the same page — 

REPRESENTATIVE STRITTMATTER: If we have a couple 

people not on board, then the other detracters say, well, 

there is no reason to bring it up. In order to bring it up, 

the Majority Leader has to say, I'm going to bring a piece of 

legislation up that has some chance of passing. We are not 

going to bring something up to fail again. If the townships 

can't live with compromise legislation, it's important for us 
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to know so that we don't offer the legislation. We'll work 

on it again. We'll hold hearings and we'll try to get more 

education and in two years we'll bring it up again. The 

prime sponsor and the Chairman have to go to the leader and 

say, if we report this bill out, then you have to have the 

support and you are going to have to have everybody behind it 

and you are actually going to have it go because there are 

10,000 other things that everybody wants to do and we don't 

want to have something come up and then fail. So, that's just 

real important, any detracters would look at this testimony 

and that would be a critical thing they would ask. They 

would ask, are the points in and we might lose support for 

this legislation that we all supported. So, I just point 

that out to you on the legislative process. If you could get 

back to your Association and get back right away to the 

Chairman and to the Subcommittee Chairman. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: That's an important 

point that the Representative makes because should the bill 

come out of Committee, some of your members, all of your 

members, members and colleagues of yours, could all of a 

sudden feel the need to maybe change the bill somewhat, make 

it a little bit more better for yourselves. If that happens, 

it sends a bad message to us. It confuses the members of the 

House because now you have agreed upon a bill. Now, all of a 

sudden, you are going to change it and that can torpedo a 
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bill. I guarantee you that if this bill goes down, it's 

going to be a long time before this issue is revisited. 

That's my concern. The concern with the points, that's a 

philosophy. The political philosophy behind not assigning 

the points in the same manner is simply that we don't want 

our constituents' insurance premiums going through the 

ceiling. By doing that, we will ward off maybe another 

crisis in trying to provide affordable car insurance for 

people. At this point, and here again, that doesn't mean 

that what's in this bill is going to be in this bill forever 

but let's move forward with the way things are in the bill 

as much as possible and if things work fine, if the people of 

Pennsylvania, the motoring public, become accustomed to it, 

they learn to live with it, then maybe we can make some 

changes if necessary. 

CHAIRMAN GEI.ST: I want to reinforce this. When 

Dave Steil brought his lemon to the floor of the House and 

was so soundly overwhelmingly defeated, we have to be able 

to put enough meat on this thing and go back and convince an 

awful lot of people who voted no to switch the votes. The 

easy vote is to vote no. The condition vote over time has 

been to vote no and we want to be able to have Dennis Leh 

be on the floor of the House saying the supervisors are 

unanimous, all local governments, and that the people who 

look at this through the motoring public eyes and see it as 
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public safety and Dennis has done a fantastic job of crafting 

it and Ed Connors, the Chiefs, have done a great job of 

crafting that in meeting after meeting. There is a lot of 

time that has gone into this. When some whelming police 

chief in Bucks County decides that he wants to push an amend

ment and some member jumps up and offers it to a Title 75, 

all our good work goes down the tubes and that's why we all 

have to be on the same page. We can't afford any more amend

ments and I call them wacko bills. There are enough wackos 

out there without us being one of them. 

MR. KLINGAMAN: From the perspective of other 

associations, boroughs, what is their position on that 

particular issue so I can take that back? 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: There is our expert right there. 

He's got the veins and arteries. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: What they would like to 

see are some things like you yourself would like to see but 

I think, and I don't want to speak for Ed, but I think they 

realize the political ramifications of let's go with what we 

have here in the bill and if things work out, then possibly 

you can move forward, if things work out, because, believe me, 

I keep saying this. The Legislature is not going to consider 

a bill that is any less than this. We have crafted this bill 

to be about as much as we can give and I know a lot of you 

may not like that but it's either this or nothing and that's 
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not what we are saying. That's what the Legislature is 

saying. It will be hard enough to get this through the way 

it is. I hate to say that you fellows have to prove yourself 

over time but this is what the body of the Legislature wants 

to see. 

CHAIRMAN GEIST: Responsible professional police 

officers are willing to do that and have stepped up to the 

plate and said, we will do that and we will attempt to police 

our own. Nobody has ever said that before. That is something 

pretty new for the police association to take that position. 

I know they have personally contacted departments that have 

abused them. So, we are looking at a new day. Whether it's 

going to work or not, we don't know but we are trying. 

MR. BUGAILE: On the line of Representative 

Strittmatter's questioning regarding what you would support, 

you really didn't comment on the provision in the bill regard

ing signage, to have signs located that radar is in operation, 

and also you mentioned the marked police car. More than that, 

it talks about having a police car that is visible to the 

motorists. Would you support both of those provisions? 

MR. KLINGAMAN: Yes. 

MR. BUGAILE: As an association? 

MR. KLINGAMAN: Yes. 

MR. BUGAILE: Thank you. 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: Okay. Any other 
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questions by any other members? 

(No response.) 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: There being none, it 

would be remiss of me not to acknowledge Edam Herr's part in 

this who represents you people in Harrisburg. He does an 

excellent job. He has been at some of the roundtable 

discussions we have had and has played a part in that and we 

are thankful for that. With that, I want to thank everybody. 

Is there anyone else that would like to offer any remarks or 

comments? 

(No response.) 

SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LEH: If not, this meeting 

stands adjourned. Thank you very much. 

(The following was submitted for inclusion in the 

record:) 

TESTIMONY BEFORE THE HOUSE TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE 

GARY J. KLINGMAN, ON BEHALF OF THE PENNSYLVANIA 

STATE ASSOCIATION OF TOWNSHIP SUPERVISORS 

AUGUST 22, 2001 

REGIONAL ENTERPRISE TOWER 

PITTSBURGH, PA 

I appreciate the opportunity to provide 

testimony, on behalf of the Pennsylvania State Associa

tion of Township Supervisors (PSATS), pertaining to 

House Bill No. 1961. It is important to note up front 
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that PSATS supports the use of radar as a traffic 

control device. The use should be focused on providing 

safe travel for the motoring public, pedestrians and 

others. 

One of the issues that continues to weight 

down this legislation is that radar could be used as a 

revenue-producing initiative for a municipal police 

department. As indicated before, the use of radar at 

the municipal level should have safety as the main 

objective. To help the safety objective at the fore

front, a consideration could be made to have municipal 

police departments submit 100 percent of their revenue 

to the State. In turn, the State could offer grant 

programs to the municipalities for equipment purchases 

and even for upkeep, maintenance, training and certifica

tion. Thus, it would remain a revenue-neutral proposal 

with safety as the main focus. Radar can be very 

effective in areas where VASCAR and other traffic 

control methods are not feasible, especially in 

residential areas, park sites, etc. 

In order for this bill to receive full 

support from the State Association, a numb er of items 

need to be addressed: 

1) Use of marked police cars only; 

2) Maintain provision for full-time, full-
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service police department (this should 

not expire after a five year period), 

but stay with the legislation for the 

duration; 

3) Assign points as per normal procedure, 

no exception; 

4) Calibration of radar equipment on an 

annual basis; 

5) Sub-section 3368g "Defense" should 

remain in effect not expire in five (5) 

years (under the earlier proposal I out

lined, this section would not be necessa:ry!) 

In conclusion, the use of radar is seen as an 

effective traffic safety tool. Recognizing that revenue 

production cannot be ignored, it should be incidental 

to the main purpose and we believe that radar will be 

successful under those terms. I am certainly willing 

to entertain any questions you may have and, in addition 

I'll be corresponding with the State Association on all 

discussions at this hearing today. 

Thank you for your time and attention. 

(The hearing terminated at 11:45 A.M.) 
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I hereby certify that the proceedings and evidence 

taken by me in the above-entitled matter are fully and 

accurately indicated in my notes and that this is a true and 

correct transcript of same. 
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